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Abstract

The choice construct (choose x : '(x)) is useful in software speci�cations.

We study extensions of �rst-order logic with the choice construct. We prove
some results about Hilbert's " operator, but in the main part of the paper we

consider the case when all choices are independent.

Part I

Introduction and Preliminaries

1 Introduction

This investigation was motivated by the choice construct in ASM programs, that is
the programs of abstract state machines [Gurevich 1995]. The ASM choice terms
have the form

(choose x : '(x))

where '(x) is a formula (that is a Boolean-valued term1). Intuitively (choose x :
'(x)) is an element of the set fx : '(x)g.

Here we are interested mainly in the extension of �rst-order logic with the choose
construct (choose x : '(x)). Syntactically, the desired extension is obvious. Just
add the following formation rule:

� If '(x) is a formula, then (choose x : '(x)) is a term. All occurrences of x in
the term are bound. For any other variable y, every free (respectively bound)
occurrence of y in ' remains free (respectively bound) in the term.

�Partially supported by NSF grant DMS 95-05118
yPartially supported by NSF grant CCR 95-04375
zOn leave of absence from EECS Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
1Boolean-valued in the sense of programming, not set theory. A Boolean-valued term is simply

a term with values in ftrue; falseg.
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The semantics of the extended logic is not obvious. Evaluating a term or a formula
may involve numerous actions of choice. Should they be correlated, and if yes then
how? Di�erent correlation strategies may give rise to di�erent choice operators and
thus to di�erent logics.

We restrict attention to correlation strategies satisfying the following constraint:

� The choices from a set Z are independent of the choices from all sets Z 0 di�erent
from Z.

This leaves the possibility that a particular choice from a given set Z depends on
other choices from Z. Two extreme cases arise naturally:

Fixed-choice strategy: For any set Z, all choices from Z give the same result.

Independent-choice strategy: For any set Z, di�erent choices from Z are inde-
pendent.

Notice that there are other natural strategies. For example, the current choice from
Z can depend on the previous choices from Z but be independent from concurrent
choices from Z. And concurrent choices from the same set do arise, quite naturally.
Consider for example a term

(choose x : E(x; y))

where E is the edge relation of a graph. There may be y1 6= y2 with fx : E(x; y1)g =
fx : E(x; y2)g, and then we have concurrent choices from the same set.

What should one do when the choice set is empty? One may say that choosing from
the empty set is impossible and thus the term (choose y : '(�x; y)) gives in general a
partial function. Traditionally �rst-order logic deals only with total functions. In the
ASM context, structures (the states of ASMs) come equipped with default elements;
choosing from the empty set results in the default element. This avoids dealing with
partial functions. We borrow that solution. For most of our work, we use structures
equipped with default elements and choosing from the empty set results in the default
element. (Alternatively, one can stipulate that choosing from the empty set is like
choosing from the whole base set: the result can be any element of the base set. We
will explore this solution in Section 8.)

The �xed-choice strategy turns the choice operator into Hilbert's well known ep-
silon operator [Hilbert and Bernays 1939]. The extension of �rst-order logic with this
operator will be called FO+". It is natural and usual to suppose in this case that
every structure comes equipped with a choice function. In other words, an FO+"
structure has the form (A; F ) where A is a usual �rst-order structure with base set
jAj and F is a function from the power set 2jAj to jAj. In particular, F (;) is the
default element discussed above.

The independent-choice strategy gives another version of the choice operator which
will be called �.2 The extension of �rst-order logic with � will be denoted FO+�. An
FO+� structure is a usual �rst-order structure equipped with a default element. More
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generally, we will consider many-sorted structures where every sort comes with its own
default element.

We devote two sections to the " operator. The main part of the paper is devoted
to the investigation of FO+�. Finally, we consider briey an alternative independent-
choice logic and the witness operator studied in [Abiteboul-Vianu 1991].

1.1 The " Operator

The " operator was introduced in [Hilbert and Bernays 1939] for proof-theoretic pur-
poses and played an important role in proof theory [Leisenring 1969]. Here we are
interested in model theory. The extension FO+" of �rst-order logic with the " oper-
ator is the object of Section 3 which is a kind of introduction to a general study of
the " operator. We explain the background and pose a couple of questions; no new
results are proved there.

Notice that FO+" formulas are evaluated at structures equipped with a choice
function. Can one use FO+" formulas to speak about usual structures (not equipped
with a choice function)? One way to do that is to restrict attention to FO+" formulas
whose meaning does not depend on the choice function; such "-invariant formulas are
considered in Section 3. It is easy to check (we do that in Section 3) and it is well
known that every "-invariant formula is equivalent to a �rst-order formula. It may
seem therefore that the operator " is benign. But this depends on the compactness
theorem and therefore on the presence of in�nite structures. Martin Otto found a
nonelementary property of �nite structures which is expressible by a sentence which
is "-invariant over �nite structures [Otto 1998]. The power of " manifests itself also
in the presence of generalized quanti�ers [Caicedo 1995].

Another way to utilize FO+" formulas in order to describe ordinary structures is
to quantify the choice function out. To this end, we introduce "-existential formulas
(9 ")' where ' is a formula in FO+". In Section 4, we compare the expressive power
of "-existential formulas with that of existential second-order formulas (that is �1

1

formulas). Notice that there are more choice functions than relations of any �xed
arity on a given su�ciently large set. On the other hand, the choice operator applies
only to unary relations and not to relations of higher arities. It turns out nevertheless
that every "-existential formula is equivalent to a �1

1 formula and the other way
round. Using Fagin's characterization of NP [Fagin 1974], we conclude that, on �nite
structures, "-existential formulas capture NP.

We prove also that every "-existential formula (9 ")' is equivalent to an "-
existential formula (9 ") such that, in  , every application of " has the form

"x(x = t1 _ � � � _ x = tj)

where the terms ti are �rst-order and x is not free in any term ti. Furthermore, if

2� is the �rst letter of the classical Greek word ����"! which means choose. There is another
classical Greek word "���"! with a close meaning which could have inspired Hilbert's notation
and which is used to translate axiom of choice: ���!�� "���o��. (Thanks to Naomi Gurevich and
Phokion Kolaitis for the help with Greek.)
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r is the maximal arity of quanti�ed relation symbols in ' and s = maxfr; 3g then
j � 2s+ 1.

1.2 The � Operator

The semantics of the independent choice operator � is tricky and may be confusing.
For example, the formula

�
�x(x = x)

�
=
�
�x(x = x)

�
(1)

is not valid because the two choices are independent and do not necessarily produce
the same result. (In contrast, the formula ("x(x = x)) = ("x(x = x)) is valid of
course.)

Given that � is intended to represent independent choices, exactly how should
a term of the form �x '(x) be evaluated? Ultimately, we should choose one of the
elements a making '(a) true (or default if there is no such a), but this presupposes
that we know which a's these are, which may in turn depend on the (arbitrary)
evaluation of � terms within '. \Independent choice" means that all the choices
involved in the evaluations of the various '(a) are done completely arbitrarily, and
so is the �nal choice of an a from among those for which '(a) was evaluated as true.
If the evaluation process involves choosing several times from the same set, then the
chosen element may be di�erent each time. Thus, the semantics of � is as follows; for
more details, see Sections 5 and 6.

To evaluate a term �x'(x) in a structure with �xed values for the free variables
of the term, evaluate '(a) for every value a of x. If there are elements a for which
'(a) evaluates to true, then choose one of those elements to be the value of �x'(x);
otherwise the value of �x'(x) is the default element (of the appropriate sort). Be-
cause of the arbitrary choices the process of evaluating terms and formulas is not
deterministic. We approach the task of de�ning this nondeterministic semantics for
FO+� systematically. In Section 5 we introduce nondeterministic propositional logic.
In Section 6, we introduce nondeterministic �rst-order logic. In Section 7, we �nally
de�ne the semantics of FO+�. The extensive preparatory work makes this task easier.

Initially we wanted to enrich FO+� with another ASM construct:

(let x be s in �(x))

where x is a variable, s is a term without free occurrences of x, and � is term or
formula [Gurevich 1995, Gurevich 1997]. The purpose was to allow one to reuse the
same choice; for example,

(let x be �y(y = y) in (x = x))

is valid. But then we noticed that the let construct is expressible in FO+�. We
show (in the same Section 7) that FO+� admits quanti�er elimination in the sense
that the quanti�ers can be expressed by means of the construct �. We show also that
every FO+� formula is equivalent, in a suitable sense, to a �rst-order formula whether
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or not in�nite structures are allowed. In that sense, � (unlike ") is a benign choice
operator. The power of � becomes apparent in dynamic situations; see an example in
Section 7.

One result of relevance to ASM applications is that, in FO+�, every term is
equivalent to a term �x'(x) where '(x) is �rst-order.

FO+� can be extended in many ways. Many appetizing questions arise. At the end
of Section 7, we give a few initial remarks on L!1;!+�, on the extension FO+DTC+�
of FO+� with the deterministic transitive closure operator, and on the extension
FO+IFP+� of FO+� with the inationary �xed-point operator.

1.3 Additional Logics

The semantics of � described above is entirely reasonable from the point of view of a
speci�c evaluation. In order to evaluate �x'(x), you compute the set Z = fx : '(x)g
and choose an element a (if Z is nonempty). Notice, however, that Z itself may depend
on choices made earlier during the evaluation. Consider now the global picture of all
evaluations. The element a chosen in a particular evaluation may not even belong
to the set Z in another evaluation. On the other hand, there might be a \better"
element b that belongs to the set Z in every evaluation. Shouldn't we choose b instead
of a? In Section 8, we present another semantics for � that reects this idea. We
discuss also the relative advantages of the two semantics of �.

In [Abiteboul and Vianu 1991], a nondeterministic witness-choosing operator was
introduced in the context of relational algebra. The semantics is described informally
there. We suggest a formalization and make a couple of observations in Appendix A.

Acknowledgment

We thank Janos Makowsky for commenting on a draft of the paper.

2 Relational and Functional First-Order Logics

We discuss two versions of �rst-order logic with equality: relational �rst-order logic
(RFO) and functional �rst-order logic (FFO) where formulas are Boolean-valued
terms.

In the two sections devoted to the " operator, we use RFO because most of the
papers on the " operator use RFO, because theorems we cite use RFO, and because
using FFO would not buy us any signi�cant advantage. On the other hand, FFO will
be used in sections devoted to the � operator. There are three reasons for the use of
FFO in that part of the paper. First, the introduction of the � operator is motivated
by research on abstract state machines [ASM] where FFO is used. Second, many of
our inductive de�nitions are simpler in FFO: there is no need to give a de�nition
twice, �rst for terms and then for formulas. Third, the presence of defaults is handy.

Of course the di�erence between the two versions of �rst-logic is inessential and
usually one can easily translate results from one version to another.
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2.1 Relational First-Order Logic (RFO)

RFO is classical �rst-order logic. We give a couple of de�nitions to establish our
terminology.

2.1.1 Pebbled Structures

A structure A together with a variable assignment � over A will be called a pebbled
structure. If V is the domain of �, we say that (A; �) is a V -pebbled structure. The
term \pebbled structure" is motivated by Ehrenfeucht-Fra��sse games [Ebbinghaus
and Flum 1995, page 21]. Suppose that B is a V -pebbled structure (A; �). The base
set of B is the base set of A, and the vocabulary of B is that of A. If x 2 V , we write
B(x) instead of �(x).

Pebbled structures are used to give semantics to RFO. A formula ' and a V -
pebbled structure B are appropriate for each other if the vocabulary of B includes
that of ' and V includes all free variables of '. By induction on the formula ', one
de�nes the truth value V alB(') of ' in a pebbled structure B appropriate for '.

2.1.2 Global Relations

A j-ary global relation  of vocabulary � is a function that assigns to every �-structure
A a (local) j-ary relation A on A; it is required that  be abstract in the following
sense: every isomorphism between �-structures A and A0 is also an isomorphism
between the expanded structures (A; A) and (A0; A

0

) [Gurevich 1984, 1988].
It is often convenient to endow  with particular variables x1; : : : ; xj so that the

local relations are A(x1; : : : ; xj). For example, the reachability relation

Reach(x; y) :() there is a path from x to y

on directed graphs with edge relation E is a global relation with vocabulary fEg and
variables x; y.

To formalize properly the notion of global relation with variables, let V be a set
of variables and AV be the set of mappings from V to the base set jAj of a structure
A. Think about each member �a of AV as a set of elements of A indexed with V ; if
V is ordered then �a can be viewed as a tuple. A relation R over jAj with variables
V can be viewed as a subset of AV . An isomorphism � from (A;R) to (A0; R0) is an
isomorphism from A to A0 such that RA = ��1RA0

.
Thus, a global relation  with vocabulary � and variables V can be de�ned

as a function that assigns to every �-structure A a local relation A � AV . The
abstractness requirement is as above: every isomorphism between �-structures A
and A0 is also an isomorphism between the expanded structures (A; A) and (A0; A

0

).
A global relation  with vocabulary � and variables V can be seen as a Boolean-

valued function on V -pebbled �-structures; it also can be seen as a Boolean-valued
function on V 0-pebbled �-structures B where V � V 0. Let ' be a formula of vocab-
ulary �, and V be the set of free variables of '. We de�ne a global relation GR' (or
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GR(')) with vocabulary � and variables V . If B is a V 0-pebbled �-structure and
V � V 0, then

GRB(') :() B j= '

2.2 Functional First-Order Logic (FFO)

FFO is a version of �rst-order logic where formulas are special terms [Gurevich 1991,
1995]. RFO may be many-sorted but usually it is one-sorted. In contrast, FFO
has at least two sorts (or types) because the two truth values form a separate type
Boole. In applications, it is convenient to have many types; accordingly our FFO is
in general multi-typed. Thus our RFO and FFO di�er in two essentially orthogonal
respects: RFO is untyped relational logic, and FFO is multi-typed functional logic.
We proceed to de�ne FFO more formally.

2.2.1 Syntax

A vocabulary consists of the following symbols:

� A collection of types (or, more exactly, type symbols).

� A collection of function symbols. Each function symbol comes with a pro�le

f : S1 � � � � � Sj ! T

where S1; : : : ; Sj; T are type symbols. If j = 0, we write simply f : T .

The only obligatory type is Boole; a function symbol f with pro�le of the form
S1�� � ��Sj ! Boole is a relation symbol. Other types could be for example Integer,
String, Vertex.

To simplify things, we avoid polymorphism. So we required above that each
function symbol has only one pro�le. Accordingly, in the case of equality, we assume
that, for every type T , there is a special equality symbol =T : T � T ! Boole and
a special nullary symbol defaultT : T ; the subscript will be usually omitted. The
other obligatory function symbols are nullary function symbols true and false of
type Boole and the usual propositional connectives with the obvious pro�les. The
choice of \usual" connectives is arbitrary, but :;^;_ should be included.

The version of FFO closest to RFO will be called the minimal FFO. This is the
version of FFO where

� there is only one non-Boolean type (called Domain), and

� there are no Boolean variables and Boole does not appear in the left part of
the pro�le S1 � � � �Sj ! T of any non-obligatory function symbol.

Remark In the case of minimal FFO, we need only one equality symbol and only one
default symbol (usually called undef) because the Boolean equality and default will
be de�nable as$ and false, respectively. Here$ can be a connective; alternatively
p$ q may abbreviate e.g. (p ^ q) _ (:p ^ :q). 2
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There is an in�nite supply of variables of every type, except that the minimal
FFO has no Boolean variables. Terms are de�ned inductively. Every term is assigned
a type. Terms of type Boole are called formulas.

� A variable of type T is a term of type T .

� If f is function symbol with pro�le S1 � � � � � Sj ! T and s1; : : : ; sj are terms
of types S1; : : : ; Sj respectively, then f(s1; : : : ; sj) is a term of type T .

� If '(x) is a formula and x is a variable, then 9x'(x) and 8x'(x) are formulas.

Remark This rudimentary type system di�ers from the type system used in the
ASM literature (e.g. [Del Castillo, Gurevich and Str�otmann 1998]) because, in the
spirit of �rst-order logic, we don't use type constructors of positive arity here. 2

2.2.2 Pebbled Structure Semantics

The notion of structure is generalized in the following way. A structure A is given
by a set (the base set of A), interpretations of type symbols and interpretations of
function symbols. It is assumed that the base set contains the symbols true and
false. A type symbol T is interpreted as a nonempty subset TA of the base set. A
function symbol f : S1�� � ��Sj ! T is interpreted as a function from SA1 �� � ��S

S
j

to TA. Boole is interpreted as the set that consists of the two truth values. The
equality symbols, true, false and the propositional connectives are interpreted in
the obvious way; false is the Boolean default.

In the obvious way, generalize the notion of pebbled structures and the notion
that a term and a pebbled structure are appropriate for each other. By the obvious
induction, a term � of type T is given a value V alB(�) 2 TB in every pebbled structure
B appropriate for � .

2.2.3 Global Function Semantics

The notion of global relation generalizes obviously to the notion of global function
(and to other global objects [Gurevich 1984, 1988]). A global function  with vocab-
ulary �, variables V and type T is a function that assigns to every �-structure A
a local function A with variables V and type T in such a way that every isomor-
phism between �-structures A and A0 is also an isomorphism between the expanded
structures (A; A) and (A0; A

0

). For example, the reachability function

ReachFun(x; y) :=
�
true if there is a path from x to y
false otherwise

on directed graphs with edge relation E is a global function with vocabulary fEg,
type Boole, and variables x; y of type Domain

A global function  with vocabulary �, type T and variables V can be seen as a
function on V 0-pebbled �-structures B where V � V 0; B is an element of TB. Let �
be a term of vocabulary � and type T , and let V be the set of free variables of � . The
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global function GF� (or GF (�)) is the global function computed by � ; its vocabulary
is �, its type is T and its variables are V .

Part II

The Fixed-Choice Operator

3 Fixed-Choice Logic FO+"

In this and the next section, FO is RFO. The base set of a structure A is denoted by
jAj.

3.1 Syntax and Semantics

Syntax FO+" is obtained from FO by adding the following term-formation rule:

� If '(x) is a formula, then ("x'(x)) is a term, called an "-term.

The variable x is bound in ("x'(x)). The type of the "-term ("x'(x)) is that of the
variable x.

Semantics A choice function for a nonempty set S is a function F from 2S (the
power set of S) to S such that F (X) 2 X for all nonempty X � S. A choice function
for a structure A is a choice function for jAj. An "-structure is a pair (A; F ) where A
is a structure and F is a choice function for jAj. The vocabulary of (A; F ) is that of
A. Although RFO structures don't have default elements, an "-structure e�ectively
has the default element F (;).

A pebbled "-structure is a triple (A; F; �) where (A; F ) is an "-structure and � is a
variable assignment over A; it is a V -pebbled "-structure if V is the domain of �. A V -
pebbled "-structure provides values for terms with free variables in V . The de�nition
of these values follows the standard inductive de�nition but has one additional clause:

� If t is an "-term ("x'(x)), then

V al(A;F;�)(t) := Ffa 2 jAj : (A; F; �) j= '(a)g

= Ffa 2 jAj : (A; F; �(x 7! a)) j= '(x)g

Question 3.1 Notice that an "-structure (A; F ) determines a unique well-ordered
enumeration of jAj with the following property: if � is an ordinal and fx� : � < �g
is a proper subset of jAj, then x� := F (jAj � fx� : � < �g). Call this ordering
standard. Is the standard ordering uniformly de�nable on arbitrary structures? Is
the standard ordering uniformly de�nable on �nite structures? Is the last element of
the standard ordering uniformly de�nable on �nite structures? Is the existence of the
last element in the standard ordering uniformly de�nable on arbitrary structures? Is
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any total ordering uniformly de�nable on arbitrary structures? Is any total ordering
uniformly de�nable on �nite structures? We expect all the answers to be negative,
but the questions are open. By the way, the standard ordering is easily de�nable
if FO+" is augmented with the unary inationary �xed-point operator [Ebbinghaus
and Flum 1995, page 121].

3.2 "-Invariant Sentences

To compare the expressive power of FO+" with that of �rst-order logic, consider
FO+" sentences ' which are "-invariant (or deterministic) in the following sense: if
A is a structure of the vocabulary of ' and F1; F2 are two choice functions for A, then

(A; F1) j= ' () (A; F2) j= '

Proposition 3.2 Every invariant FO+" sentence ' is equivalent to some �rst-order
sentence  in the following sense: for every structure A of the vocabulary of ' and
every choice function F for A, we have

(A; F ) j= ' () A j=  

The Proposition seems to be folklore; it is mentioned in [Caicedo 1995] without a
reference. For reader's convenience, we provide a proof.

Proof Let � be the vocabulary of ' and let < be a fresh binary relation. Construct
�rst-order formulas �(<); �(<); (<) in vocabulary � [ f<g such that

� �(<) asserts that < is a linear order with a �rst element;

� �(<) asserts that ' holds under the interpretation

"(X) =
�
min(X) if X 6= ; and min(X) exists,
minfx : x = xg otherwise;

� (<) asserts that every nonempty de�nable set X that occurs in the evaluation
of ' according to the above interpretation has a minimal element.

Let <0 be another fresh binary symbol. The invariance of ' implies that the
implication �

�(<) ^ �(<) ^ (<)
�
�!

�
�(<0) ^ (<0) �! �(<0)

�
is valid. By the Craig Interpolation Theorem, there exists a �rst-order �-formula  
such that the implications�

�(<) ^ �(<) ^ (<)
�
�!  ;

 �!
�
�(<0) ^ (<0) �! �(<0)

�
are valid. It is easy to see that  is equivalent to '. 2
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In the rest of this section, we restrict attention to �nite structures. We will say that
an FO+" formula is "-invariant if it is "-invariant over �nite structures. Similarly,
equivalence of formulas will mean equivalence over �nite structures. The proof of
Proposition 3.2 does not apply in this situation because the interpolation theorem is
not available [Ebbinghaus and Flum 1995, page 64].

Martin Otto exhibited an "-invariant sentence that is not equivalent to any �rst-
order sentence [Otto 1998]. Notice that every "-invariant formula ' of any vocabulary
� gives rise to a �rst-order formula '� of vocabulary �[f<g (where < is a fresh binary
relational symbol) which is order-invariant over �nite structures in the following sense:
if an �-structure A with a linear order <1 satis�es '

� then A with any other linear
order <2 satis�es '

�. The desired '� asserts that ' holds under the interpretation

"(X) =
�
min(X) if X 6= ;
minfx : x = xg otherwise

Earlier, Gurevich found a nonelementary property of �nite Boolean algebras (namely,
\the number of atoms is even") that is expressible by an order-independent elementary
formula ; see [Ebbinghaus and Flum 1995, Proposition 2.5.6(a)].3

Question 3.3 Does there exist an order-invariant elementary formula that is not
equivalent to any "-invariant formula? In particular, is the property \the number of
atoms is even" of �nite Boolean algebras expressible by an "-invariant formula?

We conjecture the negative answer for the second question (which implies the
positive answer for the �rst question).

Proposition 3.4
1. The decision problem whether a given FO+" formula ' is "-invariant is undecid-
able. 2. There exists an FO+" formula ' such that the following decision problem
INV(') is co-NP hard: Given a structure A of the vocabulary of ', decide whether
' is "-invariant over A.

Parallel results for order-invariant sentences have been proved in [Gurevich 1988,
pages 29{30]. The same proofs can be adapted here.

Proof
1. The decision problem whether a given �rst-order sentence � is true in all �nite

structures is undecidable [Trakhtenbrot 1950; B�orger, Gr�adel and Gurevich 1996].
Therefore the decision problem whether a given �rst-order sentence � is true on all
�nite structures of cardinality � 2 is undecidable. We reduce the latter problem to
the problem in the proposition.

3Actually, Gurevich's original example was a collection of structures A with a subset Atoms of
even cardinality and a binary relation E such that, for every X � Atoms there exists a unique
y 2 jAj � Atoms with X = fx 2 Atoms : xE yg. The Boolean algebra reformulation is due to
Ebbinghaus and Flum.
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Let P be a unary relation symbol that does not occur in �. Set

� := P
�
"x
�
P (x) _ :P (x)

��
It is easy to see that � _ � is "-invariant over �nite structures if and only if � is

valid on �nite structures of cardinality � 2.
2. The problem whether a given graph has a Hamiltonian path is NP complete

[Garey and Johnson 1979]. Therefore the problem whether a given graph of cardinal-
ity > 2 has no Hamiltonian path is co-NP complete. We reduce the latter problem
to the problem in the proposition.

Construct an FO+" sentence ' in the language of graphs that asserts that the
binary relation

x � y :() x = "z(x = z _ y = z)

is a linear order and that every pair of neighbors in that order is adjacent. A graph
G has no Hamiltonian path if and only if ' is "-invariant over G. 2

Remark Of course (P (x)_:P (x)) can be replaced with x = x. But if one is willing
to use equality then one can get rid of P altogether. For example, � may assert the
existence of an x such that x = "z(z = x _ z = y) for all y 6= x. (There is a small
price to pay: Replace � 2 with � 3 everywhere in the proof.) 2

The �rst decision problem remains undecidable in the case of arbitrary (not only
�nite structures); the same proof is valid except that the reference to [Trakhtenbrot
1950] should be replaced with a reference to [Church 1936, Turing 1936]. However,
in that case, there is a recursive set R of "-invariant formulas such that every "-
invariant formula is equivalent (over all structures) to some formula in R. The desired
R consists of formulas that do not mention " at all; see Proposition 3.2. We return
to �nite structures. Does there exist a recursive set R of "-invariant formulas such
that every "-invariant formula is equivalent to some formula in R? More generally:

Question 3.5 Does there exists a recursive syntax for properties expressible by "-
invariant formulas?

Question 3.5 requires explanations. Recall that we restrict attention to �nite
structures. We follow [Gurevich 1988]. A logic L is given by a pair of functions
(Sen; Sat) satisfying the following conditions. Sen associates with every vocabulary �
a recursive set whose elements are called L-sentences of vocabulary �. Sat associates
with every vocabulary � a recursive relation A j= ' where A ranges over �-structures
and ' over L-sentences of vocabulary �; it is assumed of course that A j= ' ()
B j= ' if A and B are isomorphic. Now we can formulate Question 3.5 precisely:
Does there exist a logic L such that the properties expressible by L-sentences are
exactly the properties expressible by "-invariant sentences?

Remark Since the canonical order, derived from the "-operator in Question 3.1, can
be de�ned in the extension FO+ "+ IFP of FO+" with the inationary �xed-point
operator, the following properties are equivalent, for any global relation:
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� Ptime,

� Order-invariant FO+ < +IFP de�nable,

� "-invariant FO + "+ IFP de�nable.

Concerning the equivalence of the �rst two properties, see [Ebbinghaus and Flum
1995, page 150]. 2

4 "-Existential Formulas

In this section, FO still is relational �rst-order logic RFO.

Syntax An "-existential formula � has the form (9 ")' where ' is a formula in
FO+". The vocabulary V oc(�) of � is that of '. The free individual variables of �
are those of '; the set of the free individual variables of � will be denoted V ar(�).

Semantics Let � be an "-existential formula (9 ")'. Recall that models of ' have
the form (A; F; �) where (A; �) is a pebbled structure and F is a choice function
for A. Our intention is to quantify the choice function out. A pebbled structure
(A; �) models ' if there exists a choice function F for A such that (A; F; �) models '.
Mod(�) is the collection of all models of �.

�1
1 Formulas Recall that a �1

1 formula 	 is an existential second-order formula.
The vocabulary V oc(	) of 	 is the collection of free relation and function symbols of
	. Mod(	) is the collection of pebbled structures (A; �) such that (A; �) j= 	.

We say that a �1
1 formula 	 is equivalent to an "-existential formula � ifMod(	) =

Mod(�).

Theorem 4.1 Every "-existential formula (9 ")'(�x) is equivalent to some �1
1 for-

mula.

Notice that the relations that are existentially quanti�ed in a �1
1 formula are

considerably smaller (in large structures) than the choice functions quanti�ed in the
semantics of an "-existential formula. The point of the theorem is that, in the seman-
tics of any particular "-existential formula ', only a small part of the choice function
is used, and this part can be expressed with relations that a �1

1 formula can quantify.

Proof For simplicity of exposition, we assume that ' has no free individual variables.
List all "-terms

"x0�0(x0; �y0); : : : ; "xr�1�r�1(xr�1; �yr�1)

in ' in such a way that, for every j < r, all "-subterms of "xj�j(xj; �yj) occur earlier in
the list. Let ff0; : : : ; fr�1g be fresh function symbols such that arity(fj) = length(�yj)
for all j < r.

13



Construct formulas

'i where 0 � i � r

�ij where 0 � i � j < r

as follows.
'0 = ' and every �0

j = �j. Notice that �
0
0 is "-free (and contains no fj).

'1 (respectively �1
j where j � 1) is obtained from '0 (respectively �0

j) by replacing
"x0�

0
0(x0; �y0) with f0(�y0). Notice that �

1
1 is "-free (and contains no fj with j � 1).

'2 (respectively �2
j where j � 2) is obtained from '1 (respectively �1

j) by replacing
"x1�

1
1(x1; �y1) with f1(�y1). Notice that �

2
2 is "-free (and contains no fj with j � 2).

And so on.
'r�1 (respectively �r�1

r�1) is obtained from 'r�2 (respectively �r�2
r�1) by replacing

"xr�1�
r�2
r�2(xr�2; �yr�2) with fr�2(�yr�2). Notice that �

r�1
r�1 is "-free (and does not contain

fr�1).
'r is obtained from 'r�1 by replacing "xr�1�

r�1
r�1(xr�1; �yr�1) with fr�1(�yr�1). No-

tice that 'r is "-free.

Now form the conjunction  of the following formulas:

� 'r,

� (Correlation) If i � j < r, and �y is a tuple of fresh variables whose length
equals the arity of fi, and �z is a tuple of fresh variables whose length equals the
arity of fj, then

8�y8�z
h
8x
�
�ii(x; �y)$ �jj(x; �z)

�
! fi(�y) = fj(�z)

i

� (Witnessing) If i < r and k = arity(fi) and �y is a k-tuple of fresh variables,
then

8�y
h
9x�ii(x; �y)! �ii(fi(�y); �y)

i

We check that (9 ") is equivalent to 9f0 : : :9fr�1 .

Claim 4.2 Suppose that A is a structure of the vocabulary of ' and F a choice
function for A. Expand A by interpreting functions fj as follows:

fj(�y) := "x�j(x; �y)

for all j < r and all tuples �y of appropriate length. Let B be the expanded structure.
Then

(A; F ) j= ' () B j=  

The proof is obvious.
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Claim 4.3 Suppose that A is a structure of the vocabulary of ' and B is an expansion
of A to the vocabulary of  such that B satis�es all the correlation and witnessing
conditions. There exists a choice function F for A such that

(A; F ) j= ' () B j=  

Indeed, pick any choice function F for A satisfying the following conditions:

F (fx : �ii(x; �y)g) = fi(�y)

for all i < r and all tuples �y of the appropriate length. The correlation conjuncts of  
guarantee that the conditions do not contradict each other. The witnessing conjuncts
of  guarantee that the conditions do not contradict the requirement that F be a
choice function. Now it is easy to see that (A; F ) j= ' () B j=  .

That concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 2

Remark. The proof above may introduce more second-order quanti�ers than nec-
essary. If j > i and �j(xj; �yj) is obtained from �i(xi; �yi) by renaming variables, the
function symbol fi can be used instead of fj.

Recall that, for every FO+" formula ', INV(') is the following decision problem:
Given a �nite structure A of the vocabulary of ', decide whether ' is "-invariant over
A.

Corollary 4.4 Each INV(') is co-NP.

Proof We use the results and notation of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let A be a
structure of the vocabulary of ' and let B range over expansions of A to the vocabu-
lary of  . Call B relevant if it satis�es all the correlation and witnessing conditions.
Relevance is a �rst-order condition and therefore can be checked in polynomial time.

By Claims 4.2 and 4.3, ' is not "-invariant over A if and only if there exist
two relevant expansions B1; B2 of A such that B1 j=  and B2 j= : . Thus the
complementary decision problem is NP. 2

This corollary and Proposition 3.4 imply that, for a certain ', INV(') is co-NP
complete.

Theorem 4.5 Every �1
1 formula is equivalent to some "-existential formula.

The idea here is that the relations quanti�ed in a �1
1 formula can be encoded in a

choice function and decoded in a FO+" de�nable way. The coding task is non-trivial
mainly because the relations to be coded may have high arity whereas the choice
function chooses only from subsets of the structure, not from sets of tuples.

Proof For notational simplicity, we assume that the given �1
1 formula has no free

individual variables.
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First we consider the case when the given �1
1 formula has the form 9P' where P

is a single relational symbol and ' is �rst-order. Let k be the arity of P and let �k
be an FO+" sentence saying that the binary relation

x � y :() x = "z(x = z _ y = z)

is a linear order with an initial segment I of length (k+1)(k2+1). (In the �nite case,
the initial segment condition means simply that the structure contains at least that
many elements. In the in�nite case, the condition is more meaningful as an in�nite
ordered set may have no �nite initial segment.)

The desired "-existential formula has the form (9")(�k^ ). To make the descrip-
tion of  easier to understand, we describe what it says about a structure A rather
than writing it out syntactically. Split the initial segment I into k+1 blocks, each of
size k2+1, and regard each block as a k�k array S, written row after row, plus an extra
element e. Any k-element subset of S determines a function f : [1; : : : ; k]! [1; : : : ; k]
in the following way. List the k elements according to the order determined by �k
and then set f(i) equal to the column number of the ith element.

Associate with each k-tuple �a = (a1; : : : ; ak) from A a set �a� as follows. Since
there are k+1 blocks, take the �rst one which is disjoint from fa1; : : : ; akg, say block
S [ feg (as above). The desired �a� consists of

1. a1; : : : ; ak,

2. e,

3. k elements of S determining the function f : [1; : : : ; k] ! [1; : : : ; k] such that
each ai is the f(i)

th element of fa1; : : : ; akg in the order de�ned by �k.

Observe that we can de�ne �a from �a� using the order � de�ned by �k. The main
point here is that the block S [ feg is the only block where �a� has k + 1 elements.
Further, fa1; : : : ; akg = �a� � (S [ feg). The k elements of �a� \ S uniquely de�ne the
coding f . Now, f allows us to reconstruct the tuple �a. (e is needed because otherwise
�a� would have only k elements in block S and might have k elements in a di�erent
block.)

The decoding of �a� to get �a can clearly be formalized in FO+" (on "-structures
satisfying �k); so can the encoding �a 7! �a�.

The desired  is obtained from ' by replacing every occurrence of P (�t) with

"x(x is a member of �t�) is an e (the extra element of a block) (�)

Since �a ! �a� is one-to-one, any interpretation of P can be matched by an inter-
pretation of " such that (�) agrees with P .

The same obviously applies even if k = 1; the part of " involved in (�) is " applied
to sets of size 3 [thanks to e], so that the task of coding a given P , as in (�), doesn't
interfere with the task of coding a linear order, as in �k.

It remains to consider the case when the given �1
1 formula has the form

9R1 : : :9Rl' where each Ri is a relational symbol and l > 1. Set k equal to 1
plus the maximal arity of relation symbols Ri. The desired "-existential formula has
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the form �k;l ^  where the conjuncts are as follows. �k;l is similar to �k except that
it requires the existence of an initial segment of length � maxfl; (k + 1)(k2 + 1)g.
The linear order de�ned by �k;l allows us to code all relations Ri into a single k-ary
relation P where the �rst argument codes i:

Ri(�a) () P (bi; �a; �c)

where bi is the i
th element in the linear order de�ned by �k;l and �c is padding necessary

in case the arity of Pi is less than k� 1. The formula 9R1 : : :9Rl' is equivalent to a
formula 9P'0 for an appropriate '0. The desired  is constructed as above. 2

Corollary 4.6 For every "-existential formula (9 ")' there exists an equivalent "-
existential formula (9 ") satisfying the following requirement.

� Every application of " has the form

"x(x = t1 _ � � � _ x = tj)

where x is not free in any ti. .

Furthermore, if ' has at most v free variables in any "-term, then j � 2v + 5.

Proof Using the proof Theorem 4.1, translate (9 ")' into a �1
1 formula

9f1 : : : 9fr�1�. A j-ary function f can be represented by a (j + 1)-ary relation R.
Accordingly transform 9f1 : : :9fr�1� into an equivalent �1

1 formula 9R1 : : :9Rr�1�
�.

Finally, using the proof Theorem 4.5, translate 9R1 : : :9Rr�1�
� into an "-existential

formula (9 ") , which will automatically have the desired form.
Now suppose that ' has at most v free variables in any "-term. Then the second-

order quanti�cation in 9f1 : : :9fr�1� involves only functions of arity � v. Hence the
second-order quanti�cation in �1

1 formula 9R1 : : :9Rr�1�
� involves only relations of

arity � v+1. These relations can be coded with one (v+2)-ary relation; set k := v+2.
Then the sets �a� in the proof of Theorem 4.5 are of size � 2k + 1 = 2v + 5. 2

Vaughan Pratt asked whether, without worrying about the bound on j, Corol-
lary 4.6 can be strengthened by requiring that that the terms ti are �rst-order, so
that (9 ") does not have nested "-terms. We shall show that the answer is positive.
Notice, by the way, that, according to our proof of Theorem 4.5, " may occur in the
terms ti only because " was used to de�ne an order relation with a su�ciently long
initial segment.

It is natural to call an r-ary relation R irreexive if every tuple (x1; : : : ; xr) 2 R
contains r distinct values. R is symmetric if all permutations of any tuple in R belong
to R.

Lemma 4.7 Every �1
1 formula ' is logically equivalent to a �1

1 formula  where
second-order quanti�cation is restricted to irreexive symmetric relations. Further-
more, if r is the maximal arity of the quanti�ed relation symbols in ', then the
maximal arity of the quanti�ed relation symbols in  is maxfr; 3g.
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Proof Without loss of generality, we may restrict attention to structures with at
least four elements.

We convert ' to the desired  in three steps. First, it is easy to restrict second-
order quanti�cation to irreexive relations. Consider, for example, a formula ' :=
9P�(P ) where the relation P is binary. Let Q be a fresh unary relation symbol, and
R a fresh binary relation symbol to be interpreted as ranging over irreexive relations.
' is equivalent to the formula 9Q9R	 where 	 is obtained from � by replacing every
atomic formula P (t1; t2) with the formula

�
t1 = t2 ^Q(t1)

�
_
�
t1 6= t2 ^ R(t1; t2):

�
Relations P of arity greater than 2 can be handled analogously.

In the second step, we start with a �1
1 formula 9~P� with quanti�cation only over

irreexive relations (as produced by the �rst step) and convert it into an equivalent
�1

1 formula of the form

(9 <) 9~R (	0 ^ 	1);

where the relation variables in ~R range over irreexive symmetric relations (but <
need not be symmetric). The formula 	0 says that < is a discrete linear order with
a �rst element and a last element; here \discrete" means that every element but the
�rst has an immediate predecessor and every element but the last has an immediate
successor. (We shall use the notation x+1 for the immediate successor of x; similarly,
we use x�1, x+2, etc. with the obvious meanings.) Each k-ary relation P quanti�ed
in the original formula is replaced by k! k-ary relations R in the new formula. The
intended interpretation is that each of these R's agrees with P when the k arguments
are in one of the k! possible orders (with respect to <); since each R is symmetric,
there's no choice about what it does when its arguments are in any other order. More
formally, we obtain 	1 from � by replacing atomic subformulas according to the
following scheme.

If P is unary, then just one R corresponds to it, and P is simply replaced with
R. If P is binary, then two R's correspond to it; we call them R12 and R21, labeling
them by the two permutations of f1; 2g. Then P (t1; t2) in � is replaced with

(t1 < t2 ^ R12(t1; t2)) _ (t2 < t1 ^ R21(t1; t2))

in 	1. Similarly, a ternary P corresponds to six R's, indexed by the permutations
of f1; 2; 3g, and P (t1; t2; t3) is replaced by a disjunction of six clauses, one for each
permutation; a typical one of the six clauses is

(t3 < t1 < t2 ^R312(t1; t2; t3)):

Relation variables of higher arities are handled analogously. In the resulting formula,
9 < 9~R(	0 ^ 	1), each R is used only when its arguments are in one speci�c order
relative to <, so it does no harm to the meaning of the formula to interpret the
variables R as ranging only over symmetric (and irreexive) relations.

For the third and �nal step, we show how to eliminate the one remaining non-
symmetric (though irreexive) second-order variable, <, in favor of symmetric ones.
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Speci�cally, we de�ne, on any discrete linear order with �rst and last elements, a
symmetric irreexive binary relation P and a symmetric irreexive ternary relation
Q such that < is uniformly �rst-order de�nable from P and Q, i.e.,

x < y , �(x; y)

where � is a �xed �rst-order formula in the vocabulary fP;Qg. (Here \uniformly"
and \�xed" mean that � does not depend on the order we started with.) Once we

do this, we can convert 9 < 9~R(	0 ^ 	1) into its �nal form by changing the initial
quanti�er from 9 < to 9P 9Q and then replacing every t1 < t2 in the body of the
formula with �(t1; t2).

Given a discrete order <, we de�ne P and Q by

� P (x; y) means that x; y are neighbors.

� Q(x; y; z) means that there is a permutation (u; v; w) of (x; y; z) such that v =
u+ 1 and v < w.

It remains to produce the de�nition � of < from P and Q. Temporarily, con-
sider only elements not too near the �rst or last element in our order. As a �rst
approximation to �, consider

�1(x; y) :, 9z (P (x; z) ^Q(x; y; z)):

If x < y then �1(x; y) holds, as we can take z to be the immediate predecessor of x.
Unfortunately, �1(x; y) also holds if x = y + 1 or x = y + 2. Let

�2(x; y) :, (�1(x; y) ^ :P (x; y) ^ :9z(P (x; z) ^ P (z; y))):

This corrects the error in �1 but at the cost of introducing a new error; �2(x; y) holds
if and only if x+ 2 < y. Next, let

�3(x; y) :, 9z (�2(x; z) ^ :�2(y; z)):

Now �3(x; y) holds if and only if x < y, subject to our temporary assumption that x
and y are not too near the ends of the ordering.

To remove this temporary assumption and thus to �nally produce the desired �,
it su�ces to de�ne, in terms of P and Q, the left and right endpoints of the order,
for then it is easy, using P , to de�ne the other elements very near the endpoints and
to add to �3 some clauses to make it agree with < for these elements.

But de�ning the endpoints is also easy. They are the points that are P -related
to only one other point rather than two. And Q lets us distinguish the left from the
right endpoint; an endpoint is the left one if and only if Q holds of it, its (unique)
neighbor (according to P ), and the other endpoint. This completes the proof of the
lemma. 2

Theorem 4.8 For every �1
1 sentence ' there exists an equivalent "-existential for-

mula (9 ") satisfying the following requirement.
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� Every application of " has the form

"x(x = t1 _ � � � _ x = tj)

where the terms ti are �rst-order and x is not free in any ti. .

Furthermore, if r is the maximal arity of quanti�ed relation symbols in ' and s =
maxfr; 3g then j � 2s+ 1.

Proof By the previous lemma, we may assume that all quanti�ed relation symbols
in ' range over irreexive symmetric relations. Let r; s be as above. Let m be the
number of quanti�ed relation symbols in the given formula ', so that ' has the form

9R1 � � � 9Rm�

where � is �rst-order. Let n = (s + 1)(m + s). Without loss of generality, we may
restrict attention to structures with at least n elements.

The desired  has the form

9"9u1 � � � 9un(�0 ^ �1)

�0 asserts that the elements u1; : : : ; un are all distinct. Think about elements
u1; : : : ; un as a sequence of length n. This sequence splits into s + 1 blocks of length
m + s. �1 is obtained from � by replacing every atomic formula Ri(X) with a for-
mula �i(�x) which says the following. If X is the set of elements in the tuple �x, and
if v1; : : : ; vm+s is the �rst block that does not intersect X, then

"(X [ fvi; : : : ; vi+sg) = vi

Notice that X contains at most s elements. So X can intersect at most s blocks.
Thus indeed there is a �rst block v1; : : : ; vm+s that does not intersect X. The set
Y := X [fvi; : : : ; vi+sg uniquely determines the set X and the index i. To determine
X, �nd the unique block B that contains s+1 elements of Y ; then X = Y �B. And
i is the position in B of the �rst element of B that belongs to Y .

In the presence of distinct ui's, as asserted by �0, we can, using the preceding ob-
servations, encode any sequence R1; : : : ; Rm with �(R1; : : : ; Rm) into a choice function
" ; every Ri(X) will be equivalent to the formula "(X[fvi; : : : ; vi+sg) = vi with which
we replaced it. Therefore ' is equivalent to (9 ") .

2

Corollary 4.9 For every "-existential formula (9 ")' there exists an equivalent "-
existential formula (9 ") satisfying the following requirement.

� Every application of " has the form

"x(x = t1 _ � � � _ x = tj)

where the terms ti are �rst-order and x is not free in any ti.
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Furthermore, if r is the maximum number of free variables in any epsilon-term in '
and s = maxfr + 1; 3g then j � 2s+ 1.

Proof By Theorem 4.1, (9 ")' is equivalent to a �1
1 formula �. The proof of Theo-

rem 4.1 guarantees the following: if r is the maximum number of free variables in any
epsilon-term in ' then the maximal arity of existentially quanti�ed relation symbols
in � is bounded by r plus one. The "plus one" comes from changing function symbols
to relation symbols. Now apply Theorem 4.8. 2

Part III

The Independent-Choice Operator

The logic of the independent-choice operator is unusual. Consider for example the
proposition �

�x(x = x)
�
=
�
�x(x = x)

�
:

Even though it has the form t = t, it is not necessarily true if the given structure has
at least two elements. The two applications of the choice operator are independent
and thus the two chosen elements may be equal and may be di�erent. This gives rise
to nondeterministic propositional logic studied in Section 5. Further, consider the
term

�xP (x; y)

where P is a binary relation. The natural denotation of the term on a given structure
is a multi-valued function of y. This gives rise to nondeterministic �rst-order logic
studied in Section 6. Building on this foundation, we introduce and study in Section 7
the extension FO+� of functional �rst-order logic with the independent-choice opera-
tor �; we also say a few words on possible extensions of FO+�. Section 7 is the central
section of this part. Finally, in Section 8 we study an alternative independent-choice
operator.

5 Nondeterministic Propositional Logic NPL

The fact that the truth values of some propositions, like (�x(x = x)) = (�x(x = x)),
are unknown leads to a three-valued logic that happens to be known to logicians.
It is called Kleene's strong three-valued logic [Kleene 1952; Section 64]. We do not
presuppose that the reader is familiar with Kleene's logic. We are going to de�ne our
three-valued logic from scratch.

Remark 1. The third value of Kleene's strong three-valued logic reects an un-
known truth value. Another popular third value in the logic literature, e.g. [Rescher
1969], is \unde�ned". The purpose of \unde�ned" is to treat partial functions.
There are also logics that have both \unknown" and \unde�ned"; see for example
[P�appinghaus and Wirsing 1983], which is also motivated by computer science. In
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the ASM tradition, defaults are used to make functions total. Thus we do not need
the \unde�ned".

2. Kleene's book [Kleene 1952] does not have all information that we need. In par-
ticular, unlike Kleene, we do not restrict attention to the traditional propositional
connectives. 2

5.1 Syntax and Semantics

Syntax Syntactically, NPL is similar to ordinary propositional logic (PL) except
that propositional variables are split into two categories: deterministic and nonde-
terministic. In addition to propositional variables, there are propositional constants
true and false.

Semantics A variable assignment � gives a particular truth value (true or false)
to all deterministic propositional variables in the domain Dom(�) of �. In the case
of a nondeterministic propositional variable p in Dom(�), only the range of possible
values is speci�ed. Rng�(p) can be any of the following three sets:

True := ftrueg;

False := ffalseg;

Both := ftrue; falseg:

For future use we order the truth values and the nonempty sets of truth values as
follows:

false < true; False < Both < True

De�ne the �-range Rng�(p) of a deterministic propositional variable p 2 Dom(�)
to be f�(p)g. A propositional formula '(p1; : : : ; pj) gets a �-range of possible values
provided all variables of ' do. If '(p1; : : : ; pj) has no repeated nondeterministic
variables, then

Rng�(') = f'(v1; : : : ; vj) : vi 2 Rng
�(pi)g

where '(v1; : : : ; vj) is computed in PL. To deal with repeated nondeterministic vari-
ables, we stipulate that there is no correlation between the values of di�erent occur-
rences of the same nondeterministic variable. For example, if p; p1; p2 are nondeter-
ministic variables in the domain of � and Rng�(p) = Rng�(p1) = Rng�(p2) = Both,
then

Rng�(p _ :p) = Rng�(p1 _ :p2) = Both

Consider a formula '(�p; q1; : : : ; qk) with deterministic variables �p and nondeter-
minisitic variables q1; : : : ; qk. Suppose that there are altogether n di�erent occurrences
of the variables q1; : : : ; qk; if the j

th of these n is occurrences is an occurrence of qi, set
�(j) = i. Let r1; : : : ; rn be fresh nondeterministic variables. For every j = 1; : : : ; n,
replace the jth occurrence of variables q1; : : : ; qk (which is an occurrence of q�(j)) by
rj. This gives a formula �(�p; r1; : : : ; rn), where the variables r1; : : : ; rn do not have
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repeated occurrences. '(�p; q1; : : : ; qk) is obtained from �(�p; r1; : : : ; rn) by a variable
substitution hrj 7! q�(j) : j = 1; : : : ; ni. De�ne

Rng�('(�p; q1; : : : ; qk)) := Rng�
0

(�(�p; r1; : : : ; rn))

where �0 agrees with � on deterministic variables �p and Rng�
0

(rj) = Rng�(q�(j)) for
j = 1; : : : ; n.

5.2 Validity and Equivalence

Extend the Boolean connectives to NPL as follows. Let S1; S2; : : : range over
fTrue; False; Bothg. Then

:S1 := f:s : s 2 S1g

S1 ^ S2 := fs1 ^ s2 : si 2 Sig

S1 _ S2 := fs1 _ s2 : si 2 Sig

and similarly for the other propositional connectives (if any). We have for example

:Both = Both;

T rue ^Both = Both;

T rue _Both = True:

This allows one to compute the ranges of formulas by structural induction. For
example, if ' is � ^ :� and we know already that Rng�(�) = Both then

Rng�(') = Both ^ :(Both) = Both ^ Both = Both

It is easy to see that the ranges de�ned in the preceding subsection satisfy the obvious
recursion equations based on the present de�nition of the propositional connectives.

Lemma 5.1 True; False; Both together with the operations ^;_;: form a distribu-
tive lattice with involution.

Proof Straightforward. The involution swaps True and False, and leaves Both
intact. 2

A formula ' is valid under a variable assignment � if Rng�(') = True. A formula
' is valid if it is valid under every assignment of truth values to its variables. Say
that a connective is essentially nullary if it is nullary or else it has a positive arity
but its result does not depend on the values of the variables.

Claim 5.2 No formula without essentially nullary connectives or deterministic vari-
ables is valid.

Proof By induction on a formula ', check that the range of ' is Both when every
nondeterministic variable is assigned Both 2
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Call two formulas equivalent if they have the same range under every assignment
of truth values to their variables. Notice that p _ :p is not equivalent to true. Call
a formula ' dull if, for every nondeterministic variable p in ', either all occurrences
of p are positive or else all occurrences of p are negative.

Lemma 5.3 Suppose that two Boolean formulas ' and � are equivalent in the sense
of ordinary propositional logic PL (that is if their nondeterministic variables are
treated as deterministic).

1. If neither formula contains a repeated nondeterministic variable, then they are
equivalent.

2. If ' has repeated nondeterministic variables but � doesn't, then Rng�(�) �
Rng�(') for every assignment � of truth values to the variables.

3. If both formulas are dull, then they are equivalent.

Proof 1. Induction on the number k of nondeterministic variables. The case k = 0
is obvious. Suppose that k > 0 and let p be one of the nondeterministic variables.
The two formulas can be denoted '(p) and �(p). Let � be an assignment of truth
values to all variables in '(p) or �(p). If �(p) = True, then

Rng�('(p)) = Rng�('(true)) = (by the induction hypothesis)

Rng�(�(true)) = Rng�(�(p))

The case of False is similar. Suppose that �(p) = Both. Using the fact that p has
no repeated nondeterministic variables, we have:

Rng�('(p)) = Rng�('(true)) [ Rng�('(false))

= Rng�(�(true)) [ Rng�(�(false))

= Rng�(�(p))

2. Induction on the number of repeated nondeterministic variables. Let p be
one of those variables. For notational simplicity, we consider only the case when '
has exactly two occurrences of p; the more general case will be obvious. The two
formulas will be denoted '(p; p) and �(p) respectively. More pedantically, introduce
fresh nondeterministic variables p1; p2 and a formula '0(p1; p2) such that ' is '0(p; p)
which is a more accurate notation than '(p; p). Let � be an assignment of truth
values to all relevant variables. If �(p) = True, then

Rng�('0(p; p)) = Rng�('0(true; true)) � (by the induction hypothesis)

Rng�(�(true)) = Rng�(�(p))

The case of False is similar. Suppose that �(p) = Both. Then

Rng�(�(p)) =

Rng�(�(true)) [ Rng�(�(false)) � (by the induction hypothesis)
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Rng�('(true; true)) [ Rng�('(false; false)) �

Rng�('(true; true)) [ Rng�('(false; false)) [

Rng�('(true; false)) [ Rng�('(false; true)) =

Rng�('(p; p))

3. Assume that ' and � are dull formulas, equivalent in ordinary PL. If some
nondeterministic p is positive in one of ' or � and negative in the other, then (still
in ordinary PL) its truth value never inuences the truth values of ' and �. So we
can replace p with a fresh variable in � without damaging our assumptions, and if we
show that ' is equivalent in NPL to the new � then the same conclusion follows for
the old �.

So we may assume that each nondeterministic variable occurs only positively in
both ' and � or occurs only negatively in both. Now consider any assignment � of
truth values in NPL to the variables of ' and �. Let �+ be the truth assignment in
ordinary PL such that, for every variable p, we have:

�+(p) = true if Rng�(p) = True or else Rng�(p) = Both and p occurs positively in
our formulas, and
�+(p) = false if Rng�(p) = False or else Rng�(p) = Both and p occurs negatively
in our formulas.

De�ne �� similarly, but reversing \positively" and \negatively". Because of the
monotonicity of the connectives, Rng�(') consists of the PL-values of ' under �+

and ��. The same goes for �. By assumption, the PL-values of ' and � agree, under
any truth assignments, in particular under �+ and under ��. Therefore, their NPL
ranges under � also agree. 2

Lemma 5.4 (Substitution) Let '(p1; : : : ; pn) result from  (q1; : : : ; qk) by simulta-
neously substituting �i(p1; : : : ; pn) for qi for all i = 1; : : : ; k. Let � be any assignment
to p1; : : : ; pn, and let � be the assignment to q1; : : : ; qk de�ned by

Rng�(qi) := Rng�i (�(p1; : : : ; pn))

Then Rng�('(p1; : : : ; pn)) = Rng�( (q1; : : : ; qk)).

Proof by induction on  , using the fact (see the beginning of this subsection) that
ranges can be computed in a compositional way. 2

The lemma says that it doesn't matter whether the substitution (of �i for qi) is
done syntactically, changing  to ', or semantically, changing � to �.

5.3 Normal Forms

Is it true that every formula ' is equivalent to a formula � built by means of ^;_;:
only? The matter is not obvious. Suppose for example that one of our connectives is
(if p then q else r) which is PL-equivalent to (p ^ q) _ (:p ^ r). That equivalence
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fails in NPL. Indeed, consider the assignment � with Rng�(p) = Both and Rng�(q) =
Rng�(r) = True, and let ' be (if p then q else r). Then

Rng�(') = f(if s1 then s2 else s3 ) : s1 2 Both; s2 ; s3 2 Trueg = True

whereas Rng�((p ^ q) _ (:p ^ r)) = Both. On the other hand, ' is equivalent to

(p ^ q) _ (:p ^ r) _ (q ^ r):

This last observation gives rise to a conjecture that the desired � is, in PL, a maximal
(in an appropriate sense) disjunctive normal form of '.

Lemma 5.5 Given an arbitrary n-ary operation � over ftrue; falseg, de�ne an
n-ary operation � over fTrue; False; Bothg as follows:

�(S1; : : : ; Sn) := f�(s1; : : : ; sn) : each si 2 Sig

Then � is expressible in NPL by a formula �(p1; : : : ; pn) in disjunctive normal form
where each pi is a nondeterministic variable.

Proof Variables pi and their negations will be called literals. The term clause will
be used to mean a conjunction of literals without any repeated variables; the empty
clause means true. Let � be the disjunction of all clauses C such that C implies
� = true; the empty disjunction means false. Clearly, � is a disjunctive normal
form for �.

Now consider an arbitrary assignment � of True; False, or Both to the range of
every pi. We check that � gives the same values to � and �. A specialization of �
assigns a truth value (true or false) to every occurrence of every variable pi so that
the truth value belongs to Rng�(pi). A specialization � is coherent if it assigns the
same value to all occurrences of the same variable.

The �-value of � is the collection of �-values of � (and therefore of �) where �
ranges over coherent specializations of �. This is included in Rng�(�). (But Rng�(�)
may be larger due to the possibility that, for some pi with Rng

�(pi) = Both, some
occurrences of pi are made true and the other occurrences of pi are made false. See,
for example, the discussion of if-then-else above.) It follows that Rng�(�) = Both if
the �-value of � is Both.

Assume that the �-value of � is True, and let C be the clause composed from all
variables pi such that Rng�(pi) = True and all negations :pi such that Rng�(pi) =
False. Since all coherent specializations of � make � true, C implies that � is true.
Hence C occurs in � and therefore Rng�(�) = True.

Assume that the �-value of � is False. We must show that all specializations of
�, not only coherent ones, make � false. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that some
specialization � makes � true and therefore makes a particular clause C in � true.
Since each variable occurs at most once in C, there is a coherent specialization �0 that
agrees with � on C and therefore also makes � true. But this is absurd; all coherent
specializations make � false and therefore also make � false. 2
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The following theorem shows that NPL is robust with respect to the choice of
connectives.

Theorem 5.6 In NPL, every formula ' is equivalent to a formula using only the
connectives :;^;_ (and propositional constants true; false).

Proof If ' has no repeated variables and � is the operation over ftrue; falseg
represented by ' in PL and � is de�ned as in the previous lemma, then ' represents
� in NPL and thus the theorem follows from the lemma. In general, however, ' may
have repeated variables.

Now consider the case that ' has repeated variables. The lemma can be applied
to every connective used in '. Transform all the connectives used in ' to disjunctive
normal form. The result is equivalent to ' because NPL truth values can be de�ned
compositionally, so they respect the composition operations by which ' is built from
the connectives. 2

Corollary 5.7 In NPL, every formula ' is equivalent to a formula in disjunctive
normal form and to a formula in conjunctive normal form.

Proof Without loss of generality, ' uses only the connectives :;^;_.
So we have an NPL-equivalent form of ' using only negation, conjunction, and

disjunction. It can be converted to disjunctive or conjunctive normal form by applying
de Morgan's laws and the distributive laws. These laws are correct for NPL, by
Lemma 5.3, parts 1 and 3, respectively. 2

6 Nondeterministic First-Order Logic NFO

The syntax of NFO is that of FFO except that function symbols are split into deter-
ministic and nondeterministic. All obligatory function symbols (equality signs =T ,
nullary default functions defaultT , the propositional constants true; false and the
propositional connectives) are deterministic.

The rest of this section is devoted mostly to the semantics of NFO. We give three
semantics of NFO which are equivalent | so they are really three ways of viewing
one semantics | and which are needed in di�erent situations. But �rst we generalize
the notion of structure. A nondeterministic structure A is like a structure except
that every nondeterministic function symbol f : S1 � � � � � Sj ! T is interpreted as
a multiple-valued function fA from SA1 � � � � � SAj to TA. It is supposed that the set
RngA(f(�a)) of all possible values of f(�a) is not empty for any �a 2 SA1 � � � � � SAj .

6.1 Global Function Semantics

A nondeterministic global function  with vocabulary �, variables V and type T as-
signs to every nondeterministic �-structure A a multivalued function A of variables
V and type T ; it is assumed that every isomorphism from A to A0 is also an isomor-
phism from (A; A) to (A0; A

0

). Often, variables V are given by a tuple �x. In this
case, we may speak about the global function (�x) and local functions A(�x).
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Every term �(�x) with vocabulary �, type T and free variables �x gives rise to a
nondeterministic global function GF� (or GF (�)) with vocabulary �, type T and
free variables �x. Instead of GF� (�x), we often write GF (�(�x)). Similarly, if A is an
�-structure and �a is a tuple of elements of A substitutable for �x (so that �a has the
right length and the elements of �a have the right types), we may write GFA(�(�a))
instead of GFA

� (�a).
To evaluate GF (�(�x)) at A, just evaluate �(�x) in A. The result may depend on

various choices and thus the evaluation procedure is nondeterministic. More exactly,
the evaluation procedure is recursive. Let A be an �-structure and let �a be a tuple
of elements substitutable for �x. To compute GFA(�(�a)) in A do the following.

� If �(�x) is a variable, then just produce the given value of the variable.

� If �(�x) is f(t1; : : : ; tj), then �rst compute every GFA(ti(�a)). Let the results be
b1; : : : ; bj. Second compute f(b1; : : : ; bj). The result may be any possible value
in RngA(f(b1; : : : ; bj)).

� If �(�x) is 9y'(�x; y), let b range over the elements of the type of y. First, compute
GFA('(�a; b)) for every b; the results form a subset Z of ftrue; falseg. Second,
�nd the maximal value in Z according to the order false < true.

Notice that you compute GFA('(�a; b)) just once for every given b and that
these computations are independent. If '(�x; y) contains nondeterministic func-
tions, the computation of GFA('(�a; b)) is nondeterministic, and therefore the
computation of GFA(�(�a)) is nondeterministic.

� The case of 8y'(�x; y) is similar to the case of 9y'(�x; y), except that the minimal
(rather than the maximal) value in Z is produced.

6.2 Pebbled Structure Semantics

A pebbled nondeterministic structure is a pair B = (A; �) where A is a nondetermin-
istic structure and � a variable assignment over A. Again, we write B(x) instead of
�(x); it is assumed of course that B(x) 2 TB if the type of x is T . Furthermore, if
�x = (x1; : : : ; xj), we may write B(�x) instead (B(x1); : : : ; B(xj)).

By induction on terms, de�ne the range RngB(�) of a term � in a pebbled non-
deterministic structure B appropriate for � . Note that the ranges are never empty.

� If x is a variable then RngB(x) = fB(x)g.

� RngB(f(t1; : : : ; tj)) :=
S
fRngB(f(a1; : : : ; aj)) : ai 2 RngB(ti)g

� If x is variable of type T and '(x) is a formula, then

RngB(9x'(x)) := maxfRngB('(a)) : a 2 TBg

RngB(8x'(x)) := minfRngB('(a)) : a 2 TBg

where max and min are taken with respect to the order False < Both < True.
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Here (and in the rest of the paper) RngB('(a)) abbreviates RngB[x:=a](').

Lemma 6.1 (Rng=GF Lemma) Suppose that B is the pebbled extension of A with
B(�x) = �a. Then RngB(�(�x)) is exactly the set of all possible values of GFA

� (�a).

Proof Obvious. 2

Notice that Rng(�) also can be seen as a global function of a sort. It takes a
pebbled structure B as input and produces a set of elements of B as output. Rng(�)
can be seen as a nondeterministic element or a nondeterministic nullary function. If
one takes this point of view, the evaluation procedure for GF (�) gives rise to the
following procedure of sampling Rng(�).

Let B be a pebbled structure appropriate for � . To sample RngB(�) do the
following.

� If � is a variable then produce the \pebble" of � .

� If � is f(t1; : : : ; tj), then �rst sample every RngB(ti). Let the results be
b1; : : : ; bj. Then sample the range of f at (b1; : : : ; bj) in B.

� If � is 9x'(x), let a range over the elements of the type of x. For every a,
sample RngB('(a)). Then take the maximal value.

� If � is 8x'(x), let a range over the elements of the type of x. For every a,
sample RngB('(a)). Then take the minimal value.

6.3 Global Function-Sets

Function-Sets A global function-set � with vocabulary �, variables V and type T
assigns to every nondeterministic �-structure A a set �A of deterministic functions �
of variables V and type T ; it is assumed that if A;A0 are isomorphic then we have the
following: For each � 2 �A there is � 0 2 �A

0

such that (A; �); (A0; � 0) are isomorphic
by the same isomorphism, and vice versa.

Folding and Unfolding Consider a vocabulary �, type T and variables x1; : : : ; xj
of types S1; : : : ; Sj respectively. Let A range over �-structures, and let �a range over
SA1 �� � ��S

A
j , and let � range over functions from SA1 �� � ��S

A
j to TA. If � is a global

function-set with vocabulary �, variables x1; : : : ; xj and type T , then the folding of
� is the nondeterministic global function  with vocabulary �, variables V and type
T such that

the set of possible values of A(�a) is f�(�a) : � 2 �A(�a)g:

If  is a nondeterministic global function with vocabulary �, variables x1; : : : ; xj
and type T , then the unfolding of  is the global function-set � with vocabulary �,
variables x1; : : : ; xj and type T such that

�A = f� : for every �a; �(�a) is a possible value of A(�a)g:
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If you unfold a given nondeterministic global function  and then fold the resulting
global function-set, you get back the original nondeterministic global function . If
you fold a given global function-set � and then unfold the resulting nondeterministic
global function, you get a global function-set �� such that �A � ��A for all A. We will
say that �� is the closure of � and that � is closed if � = ��.

Lemma 6.2 (Mixing Lemma) Suppose that � is a closed global function-set and
let �1; �2 2 �A. If �3 is a function such that every �3(�a) equals either �1(�a) or �2(�a),
then �3 2 �A.

Proof Obvious. 2

Let � and � be global function-sets with the same vocabulary �, same type and
same variables. Call � and � similar if they have the same folding.

Lemma 6.3 If � and � are similar and � is closed, then for every �-structure A,
�A � �A.

Proof Obvious. 2

6.4 Global Function-Set Semantics

A term �(x1 : : : ; xj) with vocabulary �, type T and free variables x1; : : : ; xj of types
S1; : : : ; Sj respectively gives rise to a global function-set GFS� (or GFS(�)) with
vocabulary �, variables x1; : : : ; xj and type T . A member � of GFS(�) is obtained
by evaluating � once at every value of the tuple (x1; : : : ; xj). To be more speci�c,
let A range over �-structures, let �a range over SA1 � � � � � SAj , and let � range over
functions from SA1 � � � � � SAj to TA. Evaluate �(�a) once for every �a. This way you
get one function �. GFSA� is the set of all functions � obtainable in this way (by
making di�erent nondeterministic choices). For example, if � is g(f(x)), and 0; 1 are
the only values for x, and 2; 3 are possible values for f(0); f(1) respectively, and 4; 5
are possible values for g(2); g(3) respectively, then the function h0 7! 4; 1 7! 5i is a
member of GFSA� .

Lemma 6.4 (GF=GFS Lemma)

� GF (�) is the folding of GFS(�).

� GFS(�) is the unfolding of GF (�).

� GFS(�) is closed.

Proof The third claim follows from the second. The �rst two claims follow from
the de�nitions of GF (�) and GFS(�). 2
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6.5 Equivalent Terms

Call terms s; t equivalent (symbolically s () t) if RngB(s) = RngB(t) for every
pebbled structure B appropriate for both of them. Note that this agrees with equiv-
alence of formulas, as de�ned in Section 5.

Lemma 6.5 (Equivalence Lemma)

� Two terms s and t are equivalent if and only if GF (s) = GF (t).

� Two terms s and t are equivalent if and only if GFS(s) = GFS(t).

� ' ^ � () :(:' _ :�)

� 8x'(x) () :9x:'(x)

Proof Obvious. 2

Concerning the third claim above, we can also refer to NPL.

7 Independent-Choice Logic FO+�

7.1 Syntax

Extend functional �rst-order logic with the following construct.

� If x is a variable of type T and ' is a formula, then �x' is a term of type T .
All occurrences of x in �x' are bound. For any other variable y, every free
(respectively bound) occurrence of y in ' remains free (respectively bound) in
�x'.

Often we write �x'(x), rather than �x', even though it is not required that x occurs
free in '(x).

7.2 Semantics

FO+� terms are interpreted on ordinary, rather than nondeterministic, structures.
Nevertheless the semantics of FO+� is similar to that of NFO because of the intrinsic
nondeterminism of the � operator.

7.2.1 Global Function Semantics

The de�nitions of global functions in Section 6 remain valid except that now we
restrict attention to ordinary structures. The recursive procedure for evaluating
GF (�(�x)) generalizes readily to FO+�; we need only add the following clause. Recall
that A is an �-structure and �a is a tuple of elements substitutable for �x, and that
our goal is to compute GFA(�(�a)).
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� If �(�x) is �y'(�x; y) and T is the type of y, let b range over TA. Evaluate
GFA('(�a; b)) for each b. If there are elements b with GFA('(�a; b)) = true,
then choose nondeterministically one such b as the result; otherwise, output
default(TB) (that is defaultBT ).

Remark Evaluate each GFA('(�a; b)). These evaluations are independent (that
is, choices made in one evaluation are irrelevant for the others) and can be per-
formed concurrently. Alternatively, you can choose arbitrarily b1 2 TB and evaluate
GFA('(�a; b1)). If it evaluates to true, then output b1. Otherwise choose arbitrarily
b2 2 TB and evaluate GFA('(�a; b2)). If it evaluates to true, then output b2. Oth-
erwise choose arbitrarily b3 2 TB and so on. If all GFA('(�a; b)) evaluate to false,
then output default(TB). 2

7.2.2 Pebbled Structure Semantics

The inductive de�nition of Rng(�) of Section 6 generalizes readily to FO+�; we need
only add the following clause.

� RngB(�x'(x)) := X [ Y where

X = fa 2 TB : RngB('(a)) > Falseg

Y =

(
fdefault(TB)g if every RngB('(a)) < True
; if some RngB('(a)) = True

In other words, if it is possible to evaluate '(a) as true, then this a is a possible
value of �x'(x). In addition, if it is possible to evaluate '(a) as false for all a, then
default(TB) is a possible value of �x'(x).

The Rng=GF Lemma remains true.

Lemma 7.1 (Rng=GF Lemma) The set of possible values of GFA
� (a1; : : : ; aj) is

equal to RngB(�) where B is the pebbled expansion of A with B(xi) = ai for i =
1; : : : ; j.

The recursive sampling procedure acquires the following clause. Recall that B is
a pebbled structure appropriate for � and that our goal is to sample RngB(�).

� If � is �x'(x) and T is the type of x, let a range over TB. For each a, in-
dependently sample RngB('(a)). If, for some a, the result is true, choose
nondeterministically one such a as the result; otherwise, output defaultBT .

7.2.3 Global Function and Global Function-Set Semantics

The de�nition of global function-sets in Section 6 remains valid except that now we
restrict attention to ordinary structures. The GF=GFS Lemma remains true.

Lemma 7.2 (GF=GFS Lemma)
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� GF (�) is the folding of GFS(�).

� GFS(�) is the unfolding of GF (�).

� GFS(�) is closed.

7.3 Equivalent Terms

Call terms s; t equivalent if RngB(s) = RngB(t) for every pebbled structure B appro-
priate for both of them.

Lemma 7.3

� Two terms s and t are equivalent if and only if GF (s) = GF (t).

� Two terms s and t are equivalent if and only if GFS(s) = GFS(t).

� ' ^ � is equivalent to :(:' _ :�).

� 8x'(x) is equivalent to :9x:'(x).

Proof Obvious. 2

7.4 First-Order Expressibility of Ranges

Theorem 7.4 Let � be an FO + � term, and let y be a fresh individual variable of
the type of � . There exists an FO formula ~� (y) expressing that y 2 Rng(�). The free
variables of ~� (y) are those of � plus y.

Proof Induction on � .

� If � is a variable, then ~� is (y = �).

� If � is f(t1; : : : ; tj) and x1; : : : ; xj are fresh variables, then

~� := (9x1; : : : ; xj)
h
y = f(x1; : : : ; xj) ^

^
i

~ti(xi)
i

� Suppose that � is 9x'(x). By the induction hypothesis, there exists a �rst-order
formula ~'(x; y) that expresses that y 2 Rng('(x)). Set

~� :=
�
y = true ^ 9x ~'(x; true)

�
_
�
y = false ^ 8x ~'(x; false)

�

� If � is 8x'(x), then

~� :=
�
y = true ^ 8x ~'(x; true)

�
_
�
y = false ^ 9x ~'(x; false)

�
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� If � is �x'(x), then

~� := ~'(y; true) _
�
y = default ^ 8x ~'(x; false)

�

2

Corollary 7.5 (Normal Form) Every term t is equivalent to a term �x'(x) where
'(x) is �rst-order.

Proof The desired '(x) asserts that x belongs to Rng(t). 2

Remark One may wonder whether FO+" has the similar property, that is whether
every "-term t is equivalent to an "-term of the form "x'(x) where '(x) is �rst-order?
The answer is negative. The following term t is a counter-example:

"xP (x; "yQ(y))

Indeed assume, by contradiction, that t is equivalent to some term "x'(x). Consider
an "-structure (A; F ) where jAj = fa; a0; b; b0g, Q = fa; bg, P = f(a; a0); (b; b0)g and
F (Q) = a, so that t evaluates to a0 on (A; F ). Let X = fx : '(x)g at A. Since "x'(x)
is equivalent to t, we have that F (X) = a0. It follows that either a0 2 X or X = ;
and thus in either case X 6= Q. Let G be a choice function for A such that G(Q) = b
and G(X) = F (X) = a0. In (A;G), t evaluates to b0, but "x'(x) still evaluates to a0.
This gives the desired contradiction. 2

An FO+� formula with range Both on some structures cannot be equivalent to a
�rst-order formula because no �rst-order formula has range Both on any structure.
But this is the only restriction on simulating FO+� formulas by means of �rst-order
formulas.

Corollary 7.6 Let '(�x) be an FO+� formula and let B range over pebbled structures
appropriate for '. There are �rst-order formulas �1(�x) and �2(�x) such that, for every
B,

RngB('(�x)) > False () B j= �1(�x)

RngB('(�x)) = True () B j= �2(�x)

Proof By the previous theorem, there exists a �rst-order formula ~'(�x; y), where y
is a Boolean variable, such that, for every B, we have

true 2 RngB('(�x)) () B j= ~'(�x; true)

false 2 RngB('(�x)) () B j= ~'(�x; false)

Set

�1(�x) := ~'(�x; true)

�2(�x) := : ~'(�x; false)

2
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Remark By analogy with "-existential formulas, one may want to introduce �-
existential formulas (9�)'(�x) where '(�x) is an FO+� formula. It is natural to require
that (9�)'(�x) is true on a pebbled structure (A; �) if the independent choices in
'(�x) can be performed in such a way over (A; �) that '(�x) evaluates to true. In the
notation of Corollary 7.6, (9�)'(�x) is equivalent to �1(�x), and thus �-existential logic
is no more expressive than �rst-order logic. 2

An FO+� formula ' is �-invariant (or deterministic) over a class K of pebbled
structures appropriate for ' if ' never has value Both over K, so that if B 2 K then
all evaluations of ' in B give the same value for '.

Corollary 7.7 If ' is deterministic on K, then it is equivalent to a �rst-order for-
mula over K.

Proof Let �1; �2 be as in the previous proof. Both �1 and �2 are equivalent to '.
2

Remark on the power of �. The power of � becomes apparent in dynamic situations
where, for example, the choice operator may apply to commands rather than for-
mulas. Consider, for instance, the basic single-source shortest paths algorithm that
operates on a weighted directed graph with a distinguished vertex source. We assume
that the input is given by:

� a set of vertices with a distinguished vertex source,
� a set of edges,
� functions e:1 and e:2 which give the �rst and the second vertex of the given edge
e respectively, and
� the length function `(e) from the edges to non-negative reals.

The algorithm computes, for every vertex v, the shortest distance dist(v) from
source to v as well as a shortest path from source to v. The shortest path will
be given by a predecessor function pred; its elements will be (in the reverse order)
v; pred(v); pred2(v); : : : ; source. Initially, dist(source) = 0, dist(v) := 1 for all
v 6= s, and pred(v) := v. In the traditional ASM notation, we have:

if 8e : dist(e:2) � dist(e:1) + `(e) then

Mode := Final

else

choose e : dist(e:2) > dist(e:1) + `(e)
dist(e:2) := dist(e:1) + `(e)
pred(e:2) := e:1

endchoose

endif

2

Remark on �rst-order expressibility of ranges in the case of FO+". The notion of
range makes sense in the case of FO+" but the ranges are not necessarily �rst-order
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expressible there, even if one restricts attention to �nite structures. This follows from
[Otto 1998]. Let us elaborate on that, restricting attention to sentences and �nite
structures. De�ne the range RngA(') of an FO+" sentence ' in a �nite structure A
as the set of truth values of ' in "-structures (A; F ) where F ranges over all choice
functions for the base set of A. Say that Rng(') is �rst-order expressible on �nite
structures if there exists a �rst-order sentence �(p) with a propositional variable p
such that, for every �nite structure A of su�ciently rich vocabulary,

A j= �(true) () true 2 RngA(')

A j= �(false) () false 2 RngA(')

Equivalently, but avoiding the use propositional variables, de�ne Rng(') to be �rst-
order expressible on �nite structures if there exist �rst-order sentences �;  such that,
for every �nite structure A of su�ciently rich vocabulary,

A j= � () true 2 RngA(')

A j=  () false 2 RngA(')

Now let ' be the FO+" sentence from [Otto 1998] which is "-invariant on �nite
structures but not equivalent to any �rst-order sentence on �nite structures. If �;  
witnessed the �rst-order expressibility of Rng('), then ' would be equivalent to �
on �nite structures in the sense de�ned in Section 3. 2

7.5 The let Construct

Consider a term � which has several occurrences of a term s. For example, � may be
s = s. Di�erent occurrences of s may evaluate to di�erent values. For example, the
term s = s may evaluate to false. Is there a way to guarantee that all occurrences
of s in � evaluate to the same value? The construct let allows us to do that.

7.5.1 Syntax

Extend FO+� with the following term-formation rule:

� If x is a variable of type S, and s is a term of type S in which x does not occur
free, and t(x) is a term of type T , then

let x be s in t(x)

is a term of type T . All occurrences of x in the new term are bound. For
any other variable y, all free (respectively bound) occurrences of y in s or t(x)
remain free (respectively bound).

7.5.2 Semantics

Extend the recursive de�nition of the range of a term with the following clause.

RngB(let x be s in t(x)) :=
[
fRngB(t(a)) : a 2 RngB(s)g
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Notice that (let x be s in t(x)) may not mean the same as t(s) even if s is
substitutable for x in t(x). The reason is that in (let x be s in t(x)) a single
evaluation of s provides the value for all occurrences of x in t(x), whereas in t(s) each
occurrence of s is evaluated independently.

7.5.3 The Elimination of let

Surprisingly let can be eliminated.

Theorem 7.8 The term (let x be s in t(x)) is equivalent to the term

�y
h
9x
�
'(x) ^ �(x; y)

�i

where '(x) is a �rst-order formula expressing that x 2 Rng(s), and y is a fresh
variable, and �(x; y) is a �rst-order formula expressing that y 2 Rng(t(x)).

Proof Let � be the term (let x be s in t(x)) and let �(y) be the formula 9x('(x)^
�(x; y)). Suppose that S; T are the types of x; y respectively, B is a pebbled structure
appropriate for 9x'(x), and a; b range over SB; TB respectively. For brevity, we do
not mention B.

First, pick any b 2 Rng(�) and �x an a 2 Rng(s) such that b 2 Rng(t(a)). Then
('(a) ^ �(a; b)) is true, hence �(b) is true and therefore b 2 Rng(�y�(y)).

Second, pick any b 2 Rng(�y�(y)). We consider two cases.

Case when �(b) is true. There is an a such that ('(a) ^ �(a; b)) is true. Hence
a 2 Rng(s) and b 2 Rng(t(a)), so that b 2 Rng(�).

Case when �(b) is false. Clearly, b = defaultT and �(b0) is false for every b0 in T .
But this impossible. Indeed, pick any a 2 Rng(s) and any b0 2 Rng(t(a)). Then
'(a) ^ �(a; b0) holds and therefore �(b0) holds. 2

Remark It may seem that the term � := (let x be s in t(x)) is equivalent to the
following simpler term

� := �y
h
9x
�
x = s ^ y = t(x)

�i
where y is a fresh variable, but this is not correct. It is possible that Rng(�)�Rng(�)
contains defaultT . Indeed assume that defaultT =2 Rng(�). Nevertheless, if s and
each instance of t(x) have at least two values, then, for any particular values of x and
y, the term x = s ^ y = t(x) may evaluate to false. Hence for any particular value
of y, the term 9x(x = s ^ y = t(x)) may evaluate to false, and therefore � may
evaluate to defaultT . 2

7.6 The if -then-else Construct

We introduce another useful and de�nable construct.
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Syntax Extend FO+� with the following term-formation rule:

� If ' is a formula and t1; t2 are terms of the same type T , then

if ' then t1 else t2

is a term of type T .

Semantics Extend the recursive de�nition of the range of a term with the following
clause.

RngB(if ' then t1 else t2 ) :=

8><
>:
RngB(t1) if RngB(') = True
RngB(t1) [ RngB(t2) if RngB(') = Both
RngB(t2) if RngB(') = False

The Elimination of if -then-else The if-then-else construct is de�nable in FO+�.

Theorem 7.9 Term (if ' then t1 else t2 ) is equivalent to

�y
h�
' ^ '1(y)

�
_
�
:' ^ '2(y)

�i

where y is a fresh variable and each 'i expresses that y 2 Rng(ti).

The proof is similar to but simpler than the previous proof. We skip it.

Remark (if ' then t1 else t2 ) is not necessarily equivalent to

�y
h�
' ^ y = t1

�
_
�
:' ^ y = t2

�i
2

7.7 Quanti�er \Elimination"

Let s; t be terms and V a set of distinct variables that contains all free variables of s
and all free variables of t. The nondeterministic global functions GFs; GFt can be seen
as endowed with variables V . The terms s and t equivalent if the two nondeterministic
global functions coincide. We show that the quanti�ers can be expressed by means
of �.

Lemma 7.10 9x'(x) is equivalent to��
�x(x 6= default ^ '(x))

�
6= default

�
_ '(default)

where default is the default of the type of x.

Notice that Hilbert's "-elimination of 9, by '("x'(x)), doesn't work with �. Fur-
thermore, the natural �x using let, namely (let x be �y'(y) in '(x)), doesn't work
either. Here is a counterexample. Let '(x) be (x 6= �zP (z)) and consider a three-
element structure with a unary relation P that contains two of the three elements.
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Proof Let � be 9x'(x), and let � be the alleged equivalent. Further, let �1; �2 be
the �rst and second disjuncts of � respectively. Suppose that T is the type of x, B
is a pebbled structure appropriate for 9x'(x), and a ranges over TB. For brevity, we
omit the superscript B.

1. Assume that true 2 Rng(�) and �x an a with true 2 Rng('(a)). If a = default,
then true 2 Rng(�2) and therefore true 2 Rng(�). Assume that a 6= default. Then
a 2 Rng(�x(x 6= default ^ '(x)), true 2 Rng(�1) and therefore true 2 Rng(�).

2. Assume that false 2 Rng(�). Then every Rng('(a)) � Both. It follows that

(i) Rng(a 6= default ^ '(a)) � Both for all a, so that default 2 Rng(�x(x 6=
default ^ '(x))), and therefore false 2 Rng(�1); and

(ii) Rng(default) � Both and therefore false 2 Rng(�2).

Thus false 2 Rng(�).

3. Assume that true 2 Rng(�), so that true 2 Rng(�1) or true 2 Rng(�2). It
su�ces to �nd an element a with true 2 Rng('(a)).

First suppose that true 2 Rng(�1). Then Rng(�x(x 6= default ^ '(x))) has a
non-default value a. Clearly true 2 Rng('(a)).

Second suppose that true 2 Rng(�2). The desired a = default.

4. Assume that false 2 Rng(�). So false 2 Rng(�1) and false 2 Range(�2). It
su�ces to prove that false 2 Rng('(a)) for all a.

Since false 2 Rng(�1), we have that default 2 Rng(�x(x 6= default ^ '(x))).
So false 2 Rng(a 6= default ^'(a)) for all a, and therefore false 2 Rng('(a)) for
all a 6= default.

It remains to prove that false 2 Rng('(default)). But this exactly the fact
that false 2 Range(�2). 2

Theorem 7.11 Every term is equivalent to a term with no quanti�ers (but possibly
with �).

Proof Use Lemmas 7.10 and 7.3 2

7.8 Multiple Choice

7.8.1 Motivation

In the ASM context, a multiple choice is common. See for example the following
version of the single-source shortest paths algorithm
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if 8u; v : dist(v) � dist(u) + `(u; v) then

Mode := Final

else

choose u; v : dist(v) > dist(u) + `(u; v)
dist(v) := dist(u) + `(u; v)
pred(v) := u

endchoose

endif

where `(u; v) =1 if there is no edge from u to v.
This leads to the vector version of the � operator: ��x'(�x). The problem is how to

extract from the chosen vector the components which may be useful, e.g. to construct
more complicated terms.

One recipe is to use projection functions. For example,

� [�(x; y)'(x; y)]:1 gives the chosen x, and
� [�(x; y)'(x; y)]:2 gives the chosen y.

This recipe does not work because [�(x; y)'(x; y)]:1 and [�(x; y)'(x; y)]:2 do not nec-
essarily refer to the same chosen vector.

Another recipe is to introduce vector equality and require that a term ��x'(�x) may
appear only in the context �y = ��x'(�x) where the variables �y do not occur freely in
��x'(�x). For example, we may have a formula

� (y1; y2) = �(x1; x2)'(x1; x2)

where y1; y2 do not occur in '(x1; x2). Consider a structure A where the type TA1 of x1
is not singleton or the type TA2 of x2 is not singleton, and let b1; b2 range over T

A
1 ; T

A
2

respectively. Notice that, for all (b1; b2), the equality may evaluate to false. Thus,
this approach can (in some evaluations) yield unintended results. It works better in
connection with the alternative semantics of � introduced in Section 8, because the
equality can evaluate to true at just those (b1; b2) that in the range of ��x'(�x), and
because the alternative semantics takes into account all evaluations together.

The recipe that we adopt is the following.

7.8.2 Syntax

Extend FO+� with the following rules:

� If j is an integer � 2, and �x is a tuple x1; : : : ; xj of distinct variables of types
S1; : : : ; Sj respectively, and '(�x) is a formula, then

��x'(�x)

is a vector term of type S1 � � � �Sj. The variables �x are bound in new term.
For every other variable y, all free (respectively bound) occurrences of y in
'(�x) remain free (respectively bound) in the vector term. The number j is the
dimension of the vector term.
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� If ��y'(�y) is a vector term and �(�x) is a term of type T and no variable in �x is
free in '(�y), then

let �x be ��y'(�y) in �(�x)

is a term of type T . Variables �x are bound in the new term. For every other
variable y, all free (respectively bound) occurrences of y in ��x'(�x) or �(�x)
remain free (respectively bound) in the new term.

7.8.3 Semantics

If �x is a tuple (x1; : : : ; xj) of distinct variables of types S1; : : : ; Sj respectively, and if
B is a pebbled structure where none of the variables xi is pebbled, de�ne

RngB(�x) := SB1 � � � � � SBj

Extend the de�nition of the ranges with the following clause:

� Let ��x'(�x) be a vector term. Suppose that B is a pebbled structure appropriate
for ��x'(�x) and let �a range over RngB(�x). Then

RngB(��x'(�x)) := X [ Y where

X = f�a : RngB('(�a)) > Falseg

Y =

(
f(defaultBS1 ; : : : ; default

B
Sj
)g if every RngB('(�a)) < True

; if some RngB('(�a)) = True

Finally extend the de�nition of the ranges with the following clause:

RngB(let �x be ��x'(�x) in t(�x)) :=
[
fRngB(t(�a)) : �a 2 RngB(��x'(�x))g

7.8.4 Elimination of Vector Terms

We illustrate how to eliminate vector terms.

Lemma 7.12 Suppose that x; y are variables of types S; T respectively, and let z be
a variable that does not occur in let (x; y) be �(x; y)'(x; y) in t(x; y). The following
claims are equivalent:

1. z 2 Rng
�
let (x; y) be �(x; y)'(x; y) in t(x; y)

�
,

2. 9x9y
h
true 2 Rng('(x; y)) ^ z 2 Rng(t(x; y))

i
_

8x8y
h
false 2 Rng('(x; y)) ^ z 2 Rng(t(defaultS; defaultT ))

i
Proof is obvious. 2

Corollary 7.13 Let � be a term
�
let (x; y) be �(x; y)'(x; y) in t(x; y)

�
, z be a fresh

variable, and �(z) be a �rst-order formula expressing that z 2 Rng(�). Then � is
equivalent to �z�(z).
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7.9 Extensions of FO+�

In our opinion, the issue of various extensions of FO+� deserves attention. Here we
give only a couple of initial remarks.

7.9.1 L!1;!+ �

The de�nition of logic L!1;! can be found in [Ebbinghaus and Flum 1995]. The pebble-
structure semantics of FO+� straightforwardly extends to L!1;!+�. Theorem 7.4
remains true; in that sense � does not increase the expressive power of L!1;!.

Theorem 7.14 Let � be an L!1;!+� term, and let y be a fresh individual variable
of the type of � . There exists an L!1;! formula ~�(y) expressing that y 2 Rng(�).
Furthermore, the only variables of ~�(y) are those of � plus y. Similarly, the only free
variables of ~� (y) are those of � plus y.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7.4. To take care of in�nite conjunction,
notice that

y 2 Rng(
^
i2I

 i) () [(y = true) ^
^
i2I

true 2 Rng( i)] _

[(y = false) ^
_
i2I

false 2 Rng( i)]

The clause for in�nite disjunction is similar.
In Subsection 7.4, we have derived a number of corollaries from Theorem 7.4.

Similar corollaries can be derived from Theorem 7.14.

7.9.2 FO + DTC + �

TC and DTC denote the transitive closure operator and the deterministic transitive
closure operator respectively; for the de�nitions see for example [Ebbinghaus and
Flum 1995, Section 6.1]. We extend the pebble-structure semantics of FO+� to
account for DTC. For notational simplicity, we explain the semantics in the case
where DTC applies to binary relations over elements rather than tuples of elements.

Let '(x; y) be an arbitrary formula where x and y have the same type T . Further
let A be a structure of the vocabulary of ', and let a; b 2 TA. We de�ne the range of

[DTCx;y'(x; y)](a; b)

by explaining how to sample that range (that is how to produce each of the truth
values in it). For each pair (x; y) 2 TA � TA, evaluate '(x; y) once. This
gives a binary relation R � TA � TA. If DTC(R) includes (a; b), put true in
Rng([DTCx;y'(x; y)](a; b)); otherwise put false in Rng([DTCx;y'(x; y)](a; b)).

It is easy to check that

[TCx;yE(x; y)](a; b) () true 2 Rng
�
[DTCx;y(y = �zE(x; z))](a; b)

�
where E is an arbitrary binary relation. It is not known whether (and the experts do
not believe that) the transitive closure of an arbitrary binary relation E is expressible
in FO + DTC.
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7.9.3 FO + IFP + �

IFP denotes the inationary �xed-point operator [Ebbinghaus and Flum 1995, Sec-
tion 6.1]. Restrict attention to �nite structures and assume that the only connectives
are :;^;_.

We extend the pebble-structure semantics of FO+� to account for IFP. For nota-
tional simplicity, we explain the semantics in the case where the quanti�ed relation
symbol is unary.

Let '(x; P ) be an arbitrary formula where x is a variable of some type T and P
is a relation with pro�le T ! Boole. Further let A be a structure of the vocabulary
of ' minus fPg, and let a 2 TA. We de�ne the range of

[IFPx;P'(x; P )](a)

by explaining how to sample that range. Start by setting P0 := ;. Suppose that Pi
has been computed. If i > 0 and Pi = Pi�1, then check whether Pi contains a; if yes
then put true in the range, and if not then put false in the range. Suppose that
i = 0 or else i > 0 but Pi 6= Pi�1. In this case, compute Pi+1 as follows. For every
x 2 TA, evaluate '(x; Pi); this gives a relation R � TA. Set Pi+1 := Pi [ R.

Call an FO+IFP+� formula ' IFP-positive if no IFP is in the scope of a negation
in '.

Proposition 7.15 For every FO+IFP+� sentence ' that is IFP-positive, there exists
an existential second-order sentence � expressing that true 2 Rng(').

Proof Sketch The proof is straightforward in the case of structures with built-in
order. Notice that the sequence P0; P1; : : : is polynomially bounded in length and can
be easily indexed so that one relation of higher arity can describe the whole sequence.
In the general case, � has the form 9P (�0(P ) ^ �1(P )) where �0(P ) asserts that P
is a linear order and �1(P ) uses that order to express '. 2

As usual, several inductions can be combined into one. The proof is similar
to that of the Simultaneous Induction Lemma for the least �xed-point operator in
[Moschovakis 1974, page 12]. To clarify things, we �rst explain the semantics of a
simultaneous induction

IFPhx;P ;y;Qih'(x; P;Q); �(y; P;Q)i

where x; y are variables of some type T and P;Q are unary relation symbols with the
same pro�le T ! Boole. Fix a structure A of su�ciently rich vocabulary and let
a 2 TA. The simultaneous induction builds a pair of relations hX;Y i. In FO+IFP,
one may ask for example whether a 2 X. In FO+IFP+�, we ask instead what the
range of this assertion is. To sample this range do the following.

Start by setting P0 := ; and Q0 := ;. Suppose that Pi and Qi have been
computed. If i > 0 and Pi = Pi�1 and Qi = Qi�1, then check whether Pi
contains a; if yes then put true in the range, and if not then put false
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in the range. Suppose that i = 0 or else i > 0 but either Pi 6= Pi�1 or
Qi 6= Qi�1. In this case, compute Pi+1 and Qi+1 as follows. For every
x 2 TA, evaluate '(x; Pi; Qi); this gives a relation P 0 � TA. Similarly,
for every y 2 TA, evaluate �(y; Pi; Qi); this gives a relation Q

0 � TA. Set
Pi+1 := Pi [ P 0 and Qi+1 := Qi [Q0.

This simultaneous induction can be replaced with an appropriate single induction of
the form

IFPx;y;�;R (x; y; �; R)

where � is a Boolean variable and R is a ternary relation symbol with pro�le T �
T � Boole ! Boole. Here P (x) is represented by R(x; default; true), and Q(y)
is represented by R(default; y; false) (where default is of course defaultT ). See
[Moschovakis 1974] for details.

Example 7.16 Using the let construct, we can produce a linear order over a given
type T . Let u; v be variables of type T and let P be a relation symbol of type
T � T ! Boole. The desired induction is

IFPu;v;P [let y = �x(:P (x; x)) in (P (u; u) ^ v = y) _ (u = v = y)]

Using this as a part of a simultaneous induction, we can express for example the
parity of T . 2

In fact, let is not needed.

Proposition 7.17 For every existential second-order sentence 9P'(P ), there is an
IFP-positive FO+IFP+� sentence � such that

9P'(P ) () true 2 Rng(�)

Proof Sketch For simplicity, we consider the case when P is unary. The pro�le of
P is T ! Boole for some T . Let x; y be variables of type T . The induction

IFPx;P [�y(x = x) = x]

gives an arbitrary set of elements of type T because �y(x = x) is evaluated indepen-
dently for each x. (This would have been the case even if we had written �y(true),
but �y(x = x) emphasizes the point.) However, replacing P in '(P ) with the result of
this induction does not give the desired �. The problem is that di�erent occurrences
of the IFP formula will be evaluated independently. The way out is this. Use the
given induction as a part of a larger simultaneous induction which �rst constructs an
arbitrary set P of elements of type T and then computes '(P ). 2
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8 An Alternative Independent-Choice Operator

Consider a term �x'(x) and let T be the type of x, B be a pebbled structure appro-
priate for �x'(x), and a range over TB. To evaluate �x'(x) at B, you may start by
evaluating every '(a). If there is an a such that �x'(x) evaluates to true, choose
nondeterministically one such a as the result; otherwise output the default element
of TB.

This procedure can be criticized on the following grounds.

� It may produce the default element even though RngB('(a)) > False for some
a, and thus another execution of the procedure may output that a.

� It may output some element a with RngB('(a)) = Both even though there may
exist an element b 2 TB with RngB('(b)) = True.

Instead of evaluating interpreted formulas '(a), we may evaluate their ranges. For
each a, compute RngB('(a)) and setM = maxfRngB('(a)) : a 2 TBg; ifM = False
then output the default element in TB; otherwise choose arbitrarily one element in
fa : RngB('(a)) = Mg and output it. We can make the new evaluation procedure
cleaner by giving up the defaults and using instead the following principle: when no
one is eligible, everyone becomes eligible4.

This leads to appropriate changes in the de�nitions of the range of the term �x'(x)
in B and in the term evaluation procedure. The new semantics gives us an alternative
independent-choice operator which will be called �0.

8.1 The Syntax and Semantics of FO+�0

Syntax Extend functional �rst-order logic with the following construct:

� If x is a variable of type T and ' is a formula, then �0x' is a term of type T .
All occurrences of x in �0x' are bound.

Semantics We restrict attention to the pebble-structure semantics of FO+�0. The
inductive de�nition of RngB(�) of Section 6 generalizes readily to FO+�0; we need
only add the following clause.

� If � = �0x'(x), T is the type of x, and a ranges over TB, then

RngB(�0x'(x)) := fa 2 TB : RngB('(a)) =Mg where

M = maxfRngB('(a)) : a 2 TBg

4It may be interesting to note the use of this principle in the American judicial system. A judge
must disqualify himself from hearing any case where he has a conict of interest. But if a case
produces a conict of interest for all judges, then no judge can disqualify himself. There were cases
when all judges had a conict of interest. For example, federal judges sued for raises, since the
constitution prohibits reducing their salaries, and ination had, de facto, reduced their salaries.
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In other words, our �rst preference is to choose an element a with RngB('(a)) =
True. If this is impossible, so that RngB('(a)) � Both for all a, then we turn to
our second preference: to choose an element a with RngB('(a)) = Both. If this is
impossible also, so that RngB('(a)) = False for all a, then we choose any a 2 TB

whatsoever.

Remark Notice that there are two independent distinctions between the evalua-
tions of �x'(x) and that of �0x'(x). Let �;�0 be evaluators of �x'(x) and �0x'(x)
respectively.

1. �0 is biased toward elements a with RngBv('(a)) = True, whereas the more
pragmatic and computationally oriented � is willing to pick any element a with
true 2 Rng(a).

2. In the case :9x'(x), � produces the default element of type T , whereas �0 pro-
duces an arbitrary element of type T .

Accordingly, one can study four di�erent operators. We have chosen � as our main
operator because it is most natural from the computational point of view. 2

8.2 First-Order Expressibility of Ranges

Theorem 8.1 Let � be an FO+�0 term, and let y be a fresh individual variable of
the type of � . There exists an FO formula ~� (y) expressing that y 2 Rng(�).

Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7.4. We need only show how to treat
the case when � is a �0 term.

� Suppose that � is �0x'(x). By the induction hypothesis, there exists a �rst-order
formula ~'(x; y) that expresses that y 2 Rng('(x)). Set

~� :=
�
~'(y; true) ^ : ~'(y; false)

�
_

�
~'(y; true) ^ 8x ~'(x; false)

�
_ 8x: ~'(x; true)

2

Corollary 8.2 (Normal Form) Every term t is equivalent to a term �0x'(x) where
'(x) is �rst-order.

Proof The desired '(x) asserts that x belongs to Rng(t). 2

De�ne an FO+� term � and an FO+�0 term � 0 to be equivalent if they have the
same ranges in every pebbled structure appropriate to both of them.

Lemma 8.3 If '(x) is a �rst-order formula (which may have additional free vari-
ables) such that 9x'(x) is logically true, then �x'(x) is equivalent to �0x'(x).
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Proof Obvious. 2

Corollary 8.4 Every FO+�0 term � 0 is equivalent to some FO+� term � , and vice
versa.

Proof We prove the �rst claim, the proof of the second claim is similar. By the
previous theorem, there exists a �rst-order formula '(x) that expresses that x 2
Rng(� 0). Since the ranges are never empty, the formula 9x'(x) is logically true. The
desired � := �x'(x). By the previous lemma, � is equivalent to � 0. 2

8.3 The let Construct

Extend FO+�0 with the let construct exactly as in the previous section. Again, let
can be eliminated.

Theorem 8.5 The term (let x be s in t(x)) is equivalent to the term

�0y
h
9x
�
'(x) ^ �(x; y)

�i

where '(x) is a �rst-order formula expressing that x 2 Rng(s), and y is a fresh
variable, and �(x; y) is a �rst-order formula expressing that y 2 Rng(t(x)).

Proof Let � be the term (let x be s in t(x)) and let �(y) be the formula 9x('(x)^
�(x; y)). Suppose that S; T are the types of x; y respectively, B is a pebbled structure
appropriate for 9x'(x), and a; b range over SB; TB respectively. For brevity, we do
not mention B.

First we pick any b 2 Rng(�) and show that b 2 Rng(�0y�(y)). Fix an a 2 Rng(s)
such that b 2 Rng(t(a)). Then

true 2 Rng('(a) ^ �(a; b)) � Rng(�(b))

Since � is �rst-order, we have

True = Rng(�(b)) = maxfRng(�(b0)) : b0 2 Tg

so that b 2 Rng(�0y�(y)).
Second we pick any b 2 Rng(�0y�(b)) and show that b 2 Rng(�). Let M =

maxfRng(�(b0) : b0 2 Tg. Since � is �rst-order, M 6= Both. Since b 2 Rng(�0y�(b)),
we have that Rng(�(b)) =M . We consider the two possible cases.

CaseM = True. Then �(b) is true and therefore there is an a such that '(a)^�(a; b)
is true. Hence a 2 Rng(s) and b 2 Rng(t(a)) and thus b 2 Rng(�).

Case M = False. Then �(b0) is false for all b0 in T . But this impossible. Indeed, pick
any a 2 Rng(s) and any b0 2 Rng(t(a)). Then '(a) ^ �(a; b0) is true and therefore
(9x('(x) ^ �(x; b)) is true. 2

As in the case of FO+�, we can add the if -then-else construct to FO+�0, but then
that construct can be eliminated.
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8.4 Quanti�er \Elimination" for FO+�
0 with let

Let ' be an arbitrary formula in the extension of FO+�0 with the let construct.

Lemma 8.6 9x'(x) is equivalent to

let y be �0x'(x) in '(y)

Proof Suppose that T is the type of x. Let B be a pebbled structure appropriate
for 9x'(x), a range over TB andM := maxfRngB('(a)) : a 2 TBg. By the de�nition
of the ranges of existential formulas, RngB(9x'(x)) = M . By the de�nition of the
ranges of �0 terms,

RngB(�0x'(x)) := fa 2 TB : RngB('(a)) =Mg

Using the de�nition of the ranges of let terms, we have

RngB(let x be �0x'(x) in '(x)) =
[
fRngB('(a)) : a 2 RngB(�0x'(x))g

=
[
fRngB('(a)) : RngB('(a)) =Mg

= M

2

A First-Order Logic with the Witness Operator

Abiteboul and Vianu extended relational logic with a witness operator W [Abiteboul
and Vianu 1991].5 The extended logic will be denoted FO+W. The semantics of
FO+W is described informally in their paper. We formalize that semantics by means
of a generalization of global relations and make a couple of observations.

This section presupposes Subsection 2.1. In particular, we will use the notion of
global relations.

A.1 Syntax of FO+W

FO+W is obtained from relational logic (RFO) by the following formation rule. If '
is a formula, �y is a non-empty tuple of free variables of ' and �t is a sequence of terms
such that length(�t) = length(�y) then

[W �y'](�t)

is a formula. Within the square brackets, all occurrences of variables �y are bound,
but all free (respectively bound) occurrences of any other variable in ' remain free
(respectively bound) in the new formula. Outside the square brackets, no occurrence
of any variable is bound.

It may be convenient to make the free variables of ' explicit and write '(�x; �y)
where �x is a tuple (possibly empty) of all remaining free variables of '. Then the
new formula is [W �y'(�x; �y)](�t).

5They also proved numerous results and gave numerous references on the nondeterminism in
Datalog based languages.
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Remark on the original notation. The original notation is W �y'(�x; �y) which corre-
sponds to [W �y'(�x; �y)](�y) in our notation. It denotes a relation whose variables are
exactly those of ' (see the next subsection). We modi�ed the original notation so as
to make implicit variables explicit. 2

A.2 Semantics of FO+W

A global relation-set � with vocabulary � and variables V assigns to every nondeter-
ministic �-structure A a set �A of relations � of variables V ; it is assumed that if A;A0

are isomorphic then we have the following: For each � 2 �A there is � 0 2 �A
0

such
that (A; �); (A0; � 0) are isomorphic by the same isomorphism, and vice versa. Notice
that, if V 0 is a set of variables that includes V , then each � 2 �A can be viewed as a
relation with variables V 0.

Recall the notion of uniformization of a relation P (�x; �y) [Moschovakis 1980, page
33]. Here �x is a tuple of variables of length � 0 and �y is a tuple of variables of length
� 1. An (�x 7! �y)-uniformization of P is any relation Q � P satisfying the following
condition:

8�x
h
9�yP (�x; �y) �! (9 unique �y)Q(�x; �y)

i
By induction on formula ', de�ne a global relation-set GRS' (or GRS(')).6 Let

A range over structures whose vocabulary includes that of '.

� If ' is atomic, then GRSA' := fGRA
'g.

� If ' is :� then GRSA' consists of the complements �� of relations � in GRSA� .

� Suppose that ' is � ^  and let V be the set of free variables of '. Think of
members of GRSA� and members of GRSA as relations with variables V .

GRSA' := f� \ � : � 2 GRSA� ; � 2 GRS
A
 g

Similarly, to apply other connectives to global relation-sets, we apply them
pointwise to the relations in the sets. For example,

GRSA(�$  ) := f(� \ �) [ (�� \ ��) : � 2 GRSA� ; � 2 GRS
A
 g

� If ' is 9y�(�x; y), then GRSA' consists of the relations 9y�(�x; y) where � ranges
over GRSA� . The case of 8 is similar.

� If ' is [W �y�(�x; �y)](�t) and U is the collection of all (�x 7! �y)-uniformizations of
relations in GRSA� then

GRSA' := f�(�x; �t) : �(�x; �y) 2 Ug

6Were this a stand-alone section, a better notation would be [[']].
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A.3 Abiteboul and Vianu's Conjectures

Call an FO+W formula ' deterministic orW -invariant if, for every structure A of the
vocabulary of ', the relation-set GRSA' is singleton. Say that a �rst-order formula �
expresses a deterministic FO+W formula ' if, for every structure A of the vocabulary
of ', GRSA' = fGRA

�g. Abiteboul and Vianu conjectured that every deterministic
FO+W formula is �rst-order expressible. As far as we know, the conjecture is open.

Abiteboul and Vianu introduced a procedural version of �rst-order logic called
FO+. An FO+ formula (or program) \is a sequence of statements of the form R := '
where R is a relation variable and ' is an FO formula". They proved some results
about FO++W , and about the extensions of FO+W with the inationary �xed-point
operator and the partial �xed point operator. They conjectured that deterministic
FO+ formulas are �rst-order expressible. That stronger conjecture was recently re-
futed by Martin Otto [Otto 1998]. But not much is known about FO+W itself.

A.4 FO+W vs. FO+�

In the case of minimal functional �rst-order logic, Boolean-valued relations can be
viewed as relations over the domain (the only non-Boolean type). This allows us to
give the following de�nition. An FO+W formula ' is equivalent to an FO+� formula
� if GRS' = GFS�.

For a short while we suspected that every FO+W formula is equivalent to an
FO+� formula. It is easy to see, however, that this is not true. Let R be a binary
relation symbol.

Claim A.1 [WyR(x; y)](y) is not equivalent to any FO+� formula.

Proof Let ' := [WyR(x; y)](y). Consider a structure A with three elements 0; 1; 2
where RA = f(0; 1); (0; 2)g. RA has exactly two uniformizations: �1 := f(0; 1)g and
�2 := f(0; 2)g. Accordingly GRSA' = f�1; �2g.

By contradiction, suppose that '(x; y) is equivalent to an FO+� formula. Then
GRSA' is closed and, by the Mixing Lemma (Lemma 6.2), it contains, e.g. a function
� such that �(0; 1) = �1(0; 1) = true and �(0; 2) = �2(0; 2) = true. But � =2 GRSA' .
This gives the desired contradiction. 2

Remark Instead of [WyR(x; y)](y), we could use [WyQ(y)](y). The role of
f(0; 1); (0; 2)g would be played by f1; 2g and we would use (�x ! y)-uniformization
where �x is the empty tuple. 2

A.5 FO+W vs. Relational Logic

Let ' range over FO+W sentences and let A range over structures appropriate for
'. Each GRSA' is a nonempty set of nullary relations. Nullary relations can be
identi�ed with the corresponding truth values. Thus GRSA' is a nonempty subset of
ftrue; falseg.
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Say that ' is �rst-order expressible if there are �rst-order sentences �0; �1 such
that for every A

A j= �0 () false 2 GRS('); A j= �1 () true 2 GRS(')

We will exhibit an FO+W sentence that is not expressible in �rst-order logic.
We start with a little excursion to graph theory. (Perfect) matching is usually

de�ned for bipartite graphs. But it can be de�ned also for arbitrary digraphs. A
(perfect) matching for a digraph G = (V;E) is a permutation f : V ! V such that
every (v; fv) 2 E.

Lemma A.2 A digraph G = (V;E) admits a matching if and only if there is E 0 � E
such that (V;E 0) is a disjoint union of cycles.

Proof Use the fact that G is a disjoint union of cycles if every vertex has exactly
one outgoing edge and exactly one incoming edge. 2

Lemma A.3 There is no �rst-order formula ' such that, for every �nite digraph G,
G j= ' if and only if G admits a matching.

Proof A graph (X [ Y; (X � Y ) [ (Y � X)), where X; Y are disjoint �nite sets,
admits a matching if and only if X and Y have the same number of nodes. Use
Ehrenfeucht-Fra��sse games to check that, for every ' there is a number n such that
' does not distinguish between

(X [ Y; (X � Y ) [ (Y �X)) and (X 0 [ Y 0; (X 0 � Y 0) [ (Y 0 �X 0))

provided that each of the four sets X; Y;X 0; Y 0 contains at least n nodes. 2

Theorem A.4 There is an FO+W formula ' that is not �rst-order expressible.

Proof The desired ' is
8y9x[WyE(x; y)](y)

where E is a binary relation symbol. Think about E as the edge relation of a digraph
G = (V;E) and restrict attention to �nite digraphs. Let E 0(x; y) := [WyE(x; y)](y)
be an (x 7! y)-uniformization of E(x; y), and consider the function y = f(x) from
V to V whose graph is E 0(x; y). Intuitively, ' asserts that f is surjective and thus
that G admits a matching. More formally check that true 2 GRSG' if and only if G
admits a matching. Now use Lemma A.3. 2

A.6 The Expresssive Power of FO+W

In this subsection, we restrict attention to �nite structures.
Let � be any �nite vocabulary and let A range over �-structures. Say that a class

K of �-structures (or the property P (A) :, A 2 K) is de�nable in FO+W if there
exists an FO+W sentence ' of vocabulary � such that

true 2 GRSA' if and only if A 2 K
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In the previous section, we saw that the property of digraphs to admit matching is
FO+W expressible. Let Digraph Matching be the decision problem whether a digraph
admits a matching.

Theorem A.5 Digraph Matching is PTime complete with respect to logspace reduc-
tions.

Proof To establish that Digraph Matching is PTime, we reduce it to Bipartite
Matching which is a known PTime complete problem [Greenlaw, Hoover and Ruzzo
1995]. Let G = (V;E) be a digraph and let � be a one-to-one mapping from V to
onto a set V 0 disjoint from V . Construct a bipartite graph H = (V [ V 0; F ) where V
is one part, V 0 is the other part, and

F := ffu; �vg : (u; v) 2 Eg

If G admits a matching �, then ffu; ��ug : u 2 V g is the desired matching for H.
Conversely, if ffu; �ug : u 2 V g is a matching for H, then �(u) := ��1(�u) is a
matching for G. Indeed, (u; �u) 2 E because fu; ��ug = fu; �ug 2 F . Further, � is
injective: if �(u) = �(v), then �u = �(�u) = �(�v) = �v and therefore u = v. Since
we deal with �nite digraphs, � is also surjective. (Actually, we do not need to appeal
to �niteness here. The surjectivity can be shown directly. Let v be any vertex in V .
Since h is a matching for H, there exists a vertex u 2 V such that �u = �v. But then
�(u) = ��1(�u) = v.)

To establish that Digraph Matching is PTime hard, we reduce Bipartite Matching
to D. Let H = (V [ V 0; E 0) be a bipartite graph with left part V and right part
V 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that V and V 0 have the same number
of vertices. Let � be a one-to-one mapping from V onto V 0. Construct a digraph
G = (V;E) where

E := f(u; ��1v) : fu; vg 2 Fg

so that F := ffu; �vg : (u; v) 2 Eg. The same proof as above shows that G admits a
matching if and only H does. 2

Remark It is easy to modify the sentence ' in the proof of the Theorem A.4 so
that the modi�ed sentence expresses Bipartite Matching. This would eliminate the
need for Digraph Matching. It is interesting though to notice how simple ' can be.
2

Question A.6 What is exactly the expressive power of FO+W? Is it true that only
PTime properties are expressible in FO+W? Is it true that every PTime property is
expressible in FO+W?

A.7 The Capricious Character of FO+W

A.7.1 Connectives

It is not true that, in FO+W, additional propositional connectives can be expressed
by means of the obligatory ones. Here is one example of such inexpressibility.
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Proposition A.7 Let ' be the formula [WxP (x)](x) and  the formula Q(x).
Then ' $  is not equivalent to any formula � built from ' and  by means of
true; false;^;_;: (and any other connectives which are monotone, increasing or
decreasing).

Here \equivalent" means having the same GRSA for all A. In fact, we need only
three structures A;B, and C to witness the desired inequivalence. All three structures
have domain f0; 1g and interpretQ as f0g, but they interpret P di�erently: PA = f0g,
PB = f1g and PC = f0; 1g.

Proof Suppose � were a counterexample. Consider �rst what happens in A. Here
GRSA' contains only one relation, namely f0g, and so GRSA� , that is GRS

A('$  ),
also contains only one relation, namely f0; 1g. Looking in particular at the element
0 2 jAj (that is evaluating the three formulas at 0 in A), we see that the propositional
combination � of ' and  must evaluate to true when both ' and  are evaluated to
true. Decreasing the truth value of a negative occurrence of a propositional variable
can only increase the truth value of the whole function. So

(1) � is true if
all positive occurrences of ' are evaluated as true,
all negative occurrences of ' are evaluated as false,
and  is evaluated as true.

Note that, because all connectives in � are monotone, every occurrence of ' or  in
� is positive or negative, so (1) makes good sense. (In contrast, the occurrence of '
in ('$  ) is neither positive nor negative.)

Now consider B, where GRSB' = ff1gg, GRSB = ff0gg and therefore GRSB� =
f;g. Looking in particular at the element 1 2 jBj, we see that � is false when ' is true
and  is false. Decreasing the truth value of positive occurrence can only decrease the
truth value of the whole formula. So

(2) � is false if
all positive occurrences of ' are evaluated as false,
all negative occurrences of ' are evaluated as true,
and  is evaluated as false.

Finally, consider C, where GRSC' = ff0g; f1gg, GRSC = ff0gg and therefore
GRSC� = ff0; 1g; ;g. We shall obtain a contradiction by showing that f0g 2 GRSC� .

According to the de�nition of GRSC� , a relation in it can be obtained by interpret-
ing each occurrence of ' as f0g or f1g, interpreting each occurrence of  as f0g, and
then combining these according to the way � is built by connectives from ' and  .
It is crucial that the de�nition allows the various occurrences of ' to be interpreted
independently. Let us interpret all positive occurrences of ' as f0g and all negative
occurrences of ' as f1g. Thus, '(0) is interpreted as true in its positive occurrences
and false in its negative occurrences, and of course  (0) is true. So, by (1), we obtain
the value true for �(0). Similarly, '(1) is false at positive occurrences and true at
negative occurrences, and  (1) is false. So, by (2), we obtain the value false for
�(1). Thus we have obtained a relation in GRSC� that holds at 0 but not at 1. This
is the required contradiction. 2
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A.7.2 Propositional Laws

Some of the usual propositional laws fail in FO+W. For example, the distributive
law

p ^ (q0 _ q1) () (p ^ q0) _ (p ^ q1)

fails. Indeed, it is easy to check that

[WxP (x)](x) ^ (Q0(x) _Q1(x))

is not equivalent to�
[WxP (x)](x) ^Q0(x)

�
_
�
[WxP (x)](x) ^Q1(x)

�

in the structure A be the structure with base set f0; 1g and relations PA = f0; 1g,
QA

0 = f0g and Q1 = f1g.

A.7.3 The extension of FO+W with function symbols

The extension of FO+W with function symbols behaves badly with respect to sub-
stitution of terms for free variables. To see the problem, let ' be the formula
[WyR(x; y)](y) and let  be its substitution instance [WyR(f(x); y)](y).  is also the
result of applying W to R(f(x); y). Fix a structure A where, for every a, there exists
b with R(a; b) and where there are distinct a1; a2 with f(a1) = f(a2); we will omit
superscripts A. Since  is the result of applying W to R(f(x); y), GRS consists of
the uniformizations of the relation f(a; b) : R(f(a); b)g, i.e., it consists of the graphs
of functions g that assign to each a some b with R(f(a); b). Notice that g(a1) may
di�er from g(a2). Such a g is not obtainable by composing f with another function
that assigns to each a some b with R(a; b). In other words, the graph of g, which is
in GRS , is not obtainable from any relation in GRS' by substitution via f . One
cannot get the e�ect of the syntactical substitution by any semantical substitution as
in the proof of Lemma 5.4.
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